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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Real-Time Applications

It is a common intuition that many automotive functions, especially when controlled with ECUs,

have temporal constrains, e.g., breaking systems, steering or engine control. The upcoming ADAS

functionality extends this spectrum even further on gathering of sensor data (e.g. timely video

frames and / or radar signals), its processing (e.g. denoising, filtering, compression), and finally de-

cision making (e.g. big data processing and machine learning with convolutional neural networks).

However, real time requirements appear also in other electronic domains, e.g., traffic control, multi-

media, mobile communication, medical applications, industrial robotics or avionic. In this section,

we provide a brief overview and summary of the most important properties of such setups with a

special focus on their requirements towards the communication architecture.

1.1.1 Real-Time Traffic Requirements

In systems with real-time (temporal) requirements, the correctness of the system design and

working depends equally on temporal and functional aspects. Real-time applications/systems must

guarantee not only that their results are logically correct, but also that they are delivered on time.

The physical time by which a specific result must be produced is called deadline. Deadlines are

frequently dictated by the environment and physical nature of the controlled process.

Fundamentally, real-time applications can be classified by a metric, which uses the consequences

that a deadline miss can cause. The theory of real-time system design [63] distinguishes three ap-

plication categories w.r.t the aforementioned criterion: hard real-time (HRT), soft real-time (SRT)

and best-effort (BE). These categories will be briefly discussed in the following, as properties of the

applications directly influence the properties of the initiated NoC traffic, i.e., a hard real-time appli-

cation has hard real-time communication requirements w.r.t to bandwidth or latency. However, the

presented classification is orthogonal to the different traffic metrics described in the next sections.

For instance, it is possible to have a hard-real time application requiring guaranteed worst-case

latencies or a soft-real time application requiring guaranteed throughput.

HRT applications have firm deadlines, i.e., the utility of the produced result is zero when the

deadline is crossed. Consequently, any delay in their execution, including high latencies of initiated

transmissions, may have severe consequences for the whole system, i.e., fatal faults and prohibitive

degradation of service. Note, that this frequently includes situations when the user’s safety may

be in danger, e.g., activation of anti-lock breaking system (ABS), high latency of video frames from

cameras in an ADAS system leading to malfunction.

Indeed, as presented in Figure 1.1, in practice many safety critical systems have hard deadlines

- therefore systems are both safety and time critical. Therefore, transmissions conducted by HRT
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Figure 1.1: Dependency between safety and time-critical systems.

senders, i.e. hard real-time transmissions (HRTTs) are usually not allowed to miss any deadline, i.e.,

its worst-case latency must stay within assumed upper/lower limit. Similarly, even if the functional-

ity does not directly affects user safety it may have hard real-time requirements from the producers

point of view, as a failure of the service could cause client loss or substantial financial penalty. Ac-

commodation of the traffic from HRT applications requires worst-case dimensioning during the

design process and, in case of safety-critical systems, also a verification proving adherence to the

standards. Due to these requirements the characteristics of traffic originated from hard real-time

senders is usually well specified and tested, e.g., periodic DMA transfers.

Similarly to HRTTs, transmissions initiated by SRT senders, i.e. soft real-time transimssions

(SRTTs), must also comply to the overall real-time performance objectives, e.g., guaranteed latency

or throughput. The main difference, when compared to hard real-time senders, is that these ap-

plications are rarely required to rigorously meet all their deadlines, i.e., the produced results have

some utility after the deadline see Figure 1.2. For instance, video streaming done as a part of in-

fotainment functions in a car or a plane does not influence vehicle safety, but video frames must

still arrive with a certain latency to prevent quality drops and glitches. Another example are control

algorithms based on a feedback loop. Frequently, the algorithm may tolerate a limited number of

cases when instead of new sampling data old values are used e.g. [113, 103, 88]. However, also in case

of SRT senders timing can be a critical factor depending on other non-functional requirements.

For a producer of an infotainment system the quality of user experience may play a critical role in

the market success of a product. Consequently, it may accept sporadic drop of the video quality but

may loose clients whenever it happens to often.

The last category of best-effort (BE) senders is populated by the majority of existing applications.
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Figure 1.2: NoC requirements of different applications w.r.t the temporal isolation, from [92]

On the contrary to both aforementioned real-time classes, BE transmissions have no strict tem-

poral requirements, i.e, a deadline missed by them does not endanger the system. Consequently,

the behavior of best-effort applications is rarely tested w.r.t temporal properties, e.g., the number,

duration and frequency of memory accesses. BE senders are usually designed targeting average per-

formance metric, e.g., average latency, average throughput and compiled with standard toolchains

without considering the temporal properties nor certification requirements, e.g., GNU compilers

and applications running on processors with caches. Consequently, in case of initiated accesses to

the on-chip interconnect they may exhibit high burstiness, i.e., an unpredictable and highly variable

resource usage (number of and length of transmissions). BE senders suffer from lack of temporal

models and their integration with other applications having real-time requirements is difficult.

Figure 1.2 presents a short summary of temporal properties of NoC traffic. The X-axis depicts

worst-case communication latency and the Y-axis the utility of data, i.e., the usefulness for the re-

ceiver. A missed deadline is denoted by the utility value equal to zero. Punctual data arrival (before

or on deadline) is denoted by the utility value equal to one. All other values of the utility function

(between these bounds) denote a performance degradation. For instance, HRTTs have utility only

if they arrive before the deadline. For SRTTs utility function (usefulness of the data) decreases after

the missed deadline.

1.1.2 Integration of Traffic

As discussed in Section 1, Networks-on-Chip are foreseen as a communication backbone for large

SoCs integrating different ECUs. As a result of such integration, it can happen that diverse traffic

classes, i.e., HRTTs, SRTTs and BE, must share the SoC resources. This causes co-dependencies

between applications running on different cores, what may endanger safety. Unpredictable and

bursty accesses from BE senders may lead to contention in network buffers.

In on-chip interconnects without appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms, resources are

not reserved in advance, i.e., transmission are scheduled as soon as they arrive, and all traffic receive

equal treatment. Because of that, some interference from BE traffic may lead to missed deadlines

by SRTTs or HRTTs.

On the other hand, there is usually no advantage in completing an HRTT earlier than required
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since design process (e.g. safety standards) usually insist on the satisfaction of all timing constraints

even if unnecessarily stringent, i.e., as long as an application completes by its deadline, its response

time is not important [93, 104]. This property could be used to slow-down SRTTs and HRTTs for

accommodating BE traffic. Finally, the majority of best-effort applications, although not timing

critical, is still latency-sensitive. Their performance degrades with higher latency as presented in

Figure 1.2. An example for this are applications running on processors with caches, which, although

rarely, must frequently fulfill temporal requirements to profit from low average-case latencies for

improved resource (processor) utilization. Consequently, they profit from higher interconnect per-

formance and higher SoC resource share.

This properties leads to contradictory requirements whenever the interconnect is shared between

different classes of real-time traffic.

The integration of HRTTs, with SRTTs and BEs in the same chip requires enforcing sufficient
independence between components, i.e., assuring that the behavior of HRT is independent from the

behavior of SRT and BE senders. However, this often compromises the performance of SRTTs or

BEs. Quality-of-Service mechanisms for on chip interconnects usually prioritize hard real-time

senders over best-effort traffic and soft real-time traffic. Hence, BE traffic suffers from high latency

although time critical traffic has no to little benefit from reduced latency.

Moreover, worst-case dimensioning required for the deployment of HRT senders leads frequently

to resource over-provisioning. However, during regular work of the system such extreme condi-

tions may rarely occur. This results in a significant drop of average utilization, i.e., underutilized

resources. Consequently, an efficient co-execution of such diverse application types is still an open

research question with possibly high engineering and economic impact, i.e., is critical to the success

of NoCs on the market.

1.2 Safety Standards and Certification

As already discussed, although not all real-time systems are safety critical, the majority of safety-

critical systems have real-time constrains. Safety critical systems are system where a malfunction

can cause “unacceptable risk of physical injury or of damage to the health of people, either directly,

or indirectly as a result of damage to property or to the environment” following the definition

from [3]. Therefore, since several years, one may observe accumulation of industrial and research

efforts towards standardization of the safety life cycle for electronic products.

This process is already at an advanced stage in the case of the avionics industry and the domain

of industrial automatics. In the avionic domain, the development and validation of software is reg-

ulated by the standard DO-178b [2] and of underlying hardware components by DO-254 [1]. During a

rigorous validation process the producers must prove compliance of their products to the require-

ments and production methods enforced by these standards, what plays a decisive role for aircraft

approval by certification authority such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). A similar pro-

cess is also enforced for the development of heavy machinery (IEC 62061) and system for process

industries (IEC 61511), railway (IEC 62279) and power plants (IEC 61513).

In case of automotive industry, safety standards have been introduced relatively late.
1
. The major

1
The reasons for these are: 1) consequences of a car crash are considered to be minor in comparison with an avionic

accident; 2) the liability constrains enforcing certain quality from automotive manufacturers
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Figure 1.3: Simplified V-Model according to ISO26262 [44]

industrial efforts has led to the establishment of the ISO26262 [44] standard derived directly form

the IEC 61508 [3] standard document in 2011. The IEC 61508 introduced by the International Elec-

trotechnical Commision (IEC) proposed a generic approach for the safety life cycle of all systems

comprised of electrical and/or electronic elements including programmable elements. Its main

goal was to establish a foundation, which can be adjusted for different branches of the industry,

e.g., rail, machinery, power plants. Therefore, the ISO26262 constitutes in many aspects a straight-

forward extension of this approach adjusted for the purpose of the automotive domain. However,

there are also differences. For instance, the original IEC 61508 considered low volume fabrication

of components, whereas ISO26262 is focused on large quantities, i.e., serial production.

According to ISO26262 safety is defined as the absence of unreasonable risk. Solving of this prob-

lem in case of electrical and electronic devices requires incorporation of the appropriate measures

throughout the design process. Consequently, ISO26262 focuses and refines the V-Model [44] pre-

sented in Figure 1.3. It offers a top-down approach towards to the engineering problem, where first

the requirements must be delivered assessing: a) the specification of the intended functions and

their interactions necessary to achieve the desired behavior of the system (functional concept) as
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well as b) quantification of the tolerable risk. Although the former task is straightforward the latter

can be demanding. It usually requires formalized methods and processes for achieving the assur-

ance level required by standards and certification authorities. This is done through a model driven

design, where the producer must provide not only the product but also sufficient data to verify and

test the design (artifact") independently.

Therefore, networks-on-chip, whenever used for communication between safety critical IPs such

as automotive functions, are or will be, depending on the safety-critical domain, the subject of reg-

ulation through standards and certification procedures for assuring their correct functioning. In

this context, not only the possibly high average performance and low costs play a critical role but

also, even more importantly, the ability to prove adherence to the safety requirements. This adds

another complexity layer to the design process and requires tracability w.r.t to real-time properties,

e.g., application of formal analysis methods such as Real-Time Calculus [99], Network Calculus [62]

or Compositional Performance Analysis [40].

The following of this section details which of the ISO26262 requirements for the data communi-

cation are applicable to Networks-on-Chip.

1.2.1 Sufficient Independence

There are multiple sources of possible hazards in a MPSoC which differ in the severity and expo-

sure. The process of integrating several ECUs in the same system-on-chip leads to a setup in which

not all integrated IPs might have the same impact on the system safety (i.e. criticality) and thus a

mixed-criticality system. For instance, some of them may not be designed considering users safety,

e.g., worst-case behavior. Consequently, their behavior cannot be trusted. In the following, these

IPs (hardware or software) will be called non-critical and they constitute the majority of BE traffic.

Moreover, even safety critical IPs may have different impact on users safety and therefore require

different certification efforts. In the automotive context, ISO26262 distinguishes between four dif-

ferent Automotive Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL A-D) defining the relative level of risk-reduction

provided by a safety function. Each of them defines more restrictive risk analysis and safety goals.

For such mixed-criticality systems, safety standards require certification of the whole system to

the highest relevant safety level (e.g. highest ASIL) or temporal and spatial separation. For instance,

the IEC 61508 states ”If the safety integrity requirements for these safety functions differ, unless

there is sufficient independence of implementation between them, the requirements applicable to

the highest relevant safety integrity level shall apply to the entire E/E/PE safety-related system.”.

Similarly, in ISO26262 it is defined ”If the embedded software has to implement software com-

ponents of different ASILs, or safety-related and non-safety-related software components, then all

of the embedded software shall be treated in accordance with the highest ASIL, unless the soft-

ware components meet the criteria for coexistence in accordance with ISO 26262-9:2011, Clause 6.”,

where Clause 6 proposes "In the case of the coexistence of sub-elements that have different ASILs

assigned or the coexistence of sub-elements that have no ASIL assigned with safety-related ones,

it can be beneficial to avoid raising the ASIL for some of them to the ASIL of the element. When

determining the ASIL of sub-elements of an element, the rationale for freedom from interference is

supported by analyses of dependent failures focused on cascading failures”. The freedom of inter-

ference is later defined as ”absence of cascading failures between components that could lead to the
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Figure 1.4: NoC in setups with mixed-criticality must be certified according to the traffic with highest criti-

cality.

violation of [some] safety requirements”. By applying these rules to the system-on-chip, the parts

of the HW and RTE, which are always used, must be certified to the highest relevant safety level.

For all other components ”sufficient independence” must be implemented, see Fig. 1.4. As non-

critical tasks cannot be trusted (e.g. unknown execution time, activation frequency, communication

volume) network interfaces must separate the critical network from non-critical tiles. Additionally,

routers must provide a predictable upper bound on the worst-case interference between concurrent

transmissions.

1.2.2 Communication Faults and Real-Time Properties

According to the ISO26262 the communication of safety-related data must be protected at run-

time against effects of faults which may lead to failures of the system. These faults include tran-

sient faults, e.g. single event upsents such as bit-flips from electro-magnetic radiation leading to

corrupted data, physical damage as well as lack of sufficient independence between tasks. Con-

sequently, the ISO26262 provides a list of faults, presented in Table 1.1 regarding the exchange of

information which must be considered in case of an interconnect for certification purposes. In this

context, the end-to-end protection defines a set of mechanisms which allow a reliable detection of

these faults and appropriate countermeasures. In the NoC context, some of these faults directly refer

to the real-time metric for the on-chip interconnect, e.g., a delay of information or blocking access

to communication channel. Others relate to the protection of packets done directly in routers, e.g.,

without a backpreassure signal/flow control (informing about full buffers in ports) packets can be

overwritten what inherently leads to corruption of information.

Note, that other faults, although not directly related to the temporal metrics, frequently influence

temporal predictability indirectly. Transient errors, malfunctioning or malicious senders may in-

troduce uncertainty and dynamics to the system, e.g., sporadic overloads due to re-transmissions

or ”Babbling idiots”. Therefore, their contribution may significantly decrease the worst-case esti-

mation of the system performance.

1.3 Requirements for NoCs with Real-Time and/or Safety-Critical Workloads

NoC architectures are judged by three measures [23]: production cost, transmission latency, and

throughput. The two latter factors are performance metrics. Latency denotes the time necessary for
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Fault Type Description

Repetition of information

A type of communication fault,

were information is received

more than once.

Loss of information

A type of communication fault,

were information or parts of information are

removed from a stream of transmitted

information.

Delay of information

A type of communication fault,

were information is received later than

expected.

Insertion of information

A type of communication fault,

were additional information is inserted into

a stream of transmitted information.

Masquerade or incorrect addressing

A type of communication fault,

were non-authentic information is accepted

as authentic information by a receiver.

Incorrect sequence of information

A type of communication fault,

were information is accepted from an

incorrect sender or by an incorrect receiver.

Corruption of information

A type of communication fault, which

changes information.

Asymmetric information from

sender to multiple receivers

A type of communication fault, were

receivers do receive different information

from the same sender.

Information from a sender received

by only a subset of the receivers

A type of communication fault, were some

receivers do not receive the information.

Blocking access to

a communication channel

A type of communication fault,

were the access to a communication

channel is blocked.

Table 1.1: Summary of communication faults which must be considered in the design of the automotive

systems, from ISO26262 [44]
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a packet to traverse the interconnect whereas the throughput defines the amount of data per time

unit which can be moved through the network (e.g. in bits per second). Consequently, the majority

of NoC architectures target a possibly high average performance [23]. In the following, such NoCs will

be addressed as common or performance optimized NoCs/architectures.

However, even if the NoC design allows to achieve high utilization at low cost it is still difficult to

guarantee system predictability in real-time domains like avionic or automotive. Whenever concur-

rent transmissions compete for the interconnect resources (wires, buffers) the resulting interference

couples the execution of applications running on different cores. The network architecture must

assure that this interference is predictable and stays within the assumed limits. Otherwise a sender

may not comply with its temporal requirements.

Therefore, providing predictable arbitration between concurrent transmissions is a critical factor

for the design of NoCs in SoCs with temporal requirements. Moreover, the support for temporal

properties should not cancel out benefits resulting from the application of NoCs, e.g., high effi-

ciency, scalability, flexibility and low production costs. This requires from the designer to adjust

the arbitration of interconnect resources for incorporation of dynamics resulting from system inte-

gration, e.g., simultaneously hosting different real-time and/or safety traffic classes, incorporation

of system dynamics. Mechanisms designed for this purpose should be not only efficient and afford-

able but also provide a possibility of straightforward verification and testing as required by safety

standards. The summary of these requirements is presented in Table 1.2. The following of this

chapter provides a detailed discussion and justification.
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Code Reuqirement Metrics Full Description

R1 Traffic Types

Real-Time

Performance

Safety

Costs

NoC should provide support for multiple traffic classes e.g. GL, GT, BE

R2 Workload Integration

Real-Time

Performance

Costs

NoC should provide efficient support for real-time requirements

without need to modify legacy code and other IPs

R3 Flexibility

Performance

Costs

NoC architecture should be able to support different resource allocation

strategies depending on particular setup

R4 Dynamics

Performance

Safety

Costs

NoC architecture should allow efficient and safe incorporation of

dynamics in system behavior

R5 Fairness Real-Time

NoC architecture should provide fair allocation of interconnect resources

whenever RT senders have different requirements

R6 Mixed-Criticality

Safety

Performance

NoC architecture should provide as high average performance to the BE

senders as possible in mixed-critical setups

R7 Switch-off QoS Costs

NoC architecture should provide a possibility to switch-off real-time

and/or safety mechanisms whenever there are no senders with such

requirements deployed

R8 Scalability Costs

NoC architecture should provide performance (average and worst-case)

proportionally to the load at runtime (i.e. work conserving arbitration)

and not other static factors e.g. number of senders

R9 Locality

Performance

Real-Time

Safety

NoC architecture should preserve the order of arriving packets whenever it

is necessary

R10 Verification

Safety

Costs

NoC architecture should allow efficient formal verification for

standartization/certification purposes

R11

Detect NoC HW

faults for

higher ASIL levels

Real-Time

Safety

Errors must be detected in order to

initiate countermeasures (for fail-safe and fail-operational behavior).

Table 1.2: Requirements for the contemporary and future NoC architectures for deployment in real-time and safety-critical domains e.g. automotive.
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Support Different Traffic Types (R1,R5,R6)

The main purpose of a real-time NoC is to assure that temporal properties of transmissions com-

ply with the timing requirements of the integrated applications. These requirements for real-time

traffic are usually defined with the notions of worst-case latency and minimum throughput. The

former defines the upper bound on the duration of the communication, e.g., maximum latency of a

single packet transmission. The latter refers to the lower bound on the amount of data transferred

per unit of time.

Consequently, the distinction between these two classes of safety-critical workloads is visible in

many NoC designs. The transmissions are than classified as:

Guaranteed Latency (GL) traffic, requiring strict guarantees for each initiated transmission, e.g.,

control traffic, synchronizations or interrupts. Note, that usually such senders require low

latencies but at the same time transmit short messages, i.e., low communication volume.

Guaranteed Throughput (GT) traffic, requiring strict temporal guarantees per certain data/trans-

mission volume. Consequently, the sender requires service guarantee per whole logical trans-

mission which can be composed from several packets rather per each packet independently.

For instance, in case of streaming applications using DMA engines for cyclic transfers it is

important that the whole chunk of data is available at certain moment in time. Consequently,

the latency of single packets may vary as long as the deadline for the burst is held.

Best Effort (BE) traffic, having no strict requirements with respect to timing, i.e., no strict la-

tency and throughput requirements are known which could endanger the system safety. How-

ever, frequently BE traffic profits from lower latencies as it originates from “general-purpose”

applications such as typical desktop or infotainment functionalities. These by design profit

from low average temporal metric, e.g., low average latency or high throughput. The reason

for this is that low latencies allow to increase the utilization of cores and therefore of the whole

system. This allows for instance to improve user experience in case of infotainment systems.

These traffic classes constitute the basis for the designs. Note that combinations of requirements

are possible, e.g., high latency, low throughput traffic. Moreover, the knowledge and understand-

ing of the workloads may be exploited to optimize the designs for instance safely postpone some

the packets from GT transmissions to improve performance of BEs. Consequently, the NoC ar-

chitecture for real-time workloads should provide support for multiple traffic classes to ease their

incorporation. This is reflected in requirement R1 "Traffic Classes" from the Table 1.2.

Moreover, whenever a NoC is used to host multiple applications with different requirements this

should be reflected by the interconnect arbitration. First of all, even if different transmissions have

hard real-time or soft-real time requirements they must not necessarily be the same. As described

in Section 1.1.2, some transmissions may finish later than others and still be on time. Therefore,

the arbitration in the NoC should be fair - offer sufficient resources for sender to comply with its

requirements but avoid overprovisioning. This is reflected in requirement R5 "Fairness" from the

Table 1.2.

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, this is especially important in mixed-critical setups where there is

usually no advantage in completing an HRTT earlier than required since safety standards insist on

the satisfaction of all timing constraints even if unnecessarily stringent, i.e., as long as an application
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completes by its deadline, its response time is not important. On the contrary, transmissions from

soft-real time and best effort applications (SRTTs) are rarely required to rigorously meet their dead-

lines but at the same time they must still comply to the overall real-time performance objectives,

e.g., low average latencies. However, many of safety mechanisms compromises performance of BEs

and SRTTs what should be avoided. This problem is reflected in requirement R6 "Mixed-criticality"

from the Table 1.2.

Integration Efforts (R2,R8,R9)

The previous section explained why application of NoCs for workloads in real-time, safety-critical

domains is much more challenging than in the case of general-purpose computing. Note that tem-

poral requirements do not exclude other design goals which may be used in conjunction, as in

other general purpose architectures. Consequently, in the ideal case supporting real-time proper-

ties should be transparent to other integrated application and not decrease their performance nor

require special integration efforts.

Firstly, integration of real-time senders in a NoC should not require extensive modification of IPs,

e.g., legacy code or design of hardware components. This is not only important due to the increased

production costs, which such modifications could cause, but also because producers frequently

apply proprietary components and have no rights and/or possibility to adjust them. Moreover,

even slight adjustments in safety-critical domains could cause the costly process of verification and

re-certification. These challenges are reflected in requirement R2 "Workload Integration" from the

Table 1.2.

Moreover, mechanisms for QoS should not limit the scalability of NoC architectures. Although

strict separation of transmissions connected with static allocation allows providing guarantees it

usually results in high overhead. For instance, in performance optimized NoCs, to guarantee the

safety of critical senders, mapping algorithms try to avoid overlapping of paths used by safety-

critical and non-critical, best-effort (BE) traffic, i.e., spatial separation of transmissions. Otherwise,

the critical streams may not be able to meet their deadlines. This typically leads to longer (detoured)

paths for BE traffic, which degrades the BE performance as these are often latency sensitive [73].

That is, although BE sender are rarely required to rigorously meet all the deadlines, they must still

comply to overall real-time performance objectives as low average latencies. At the same time, the

static mapping based on the worst-case behavior leads frequently to significant decrease of hardware

utilization, especially when safety critical transmissions are conducted sporadically and resources

(paths) reserved for them are rarely used. For instance, the arrival of a safety-critical Ethernet frame

that must be forwarded on the shortest route through the NoC occurs rarely when compared to

cache traffic and memory accesses of BE tasks [5]. Consequently, the performance of the NoC ar-

chitecture should only be influenced by the initiated load at runtime and not static factors such

as the number and type of integrated senders. This challenge is reflected in the requirement R8

"Scalability".

Finally, the NoC design can additionally assure following traffic properties [23]:

traffic locality requires that: i) packets belonging to the same logical connection arrive in the

same specific order in which they were injected to the NoC (in-order delivery) and / or ii) that

streams from two different senders targeting the same node do not mix in the NoC. This is
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especially important in case of state-dependent peripherals, such as DDR-SDRAM memories,

for which performance, response time and power consumption depends on the history of

previous accesses [56].

certain jitter/varying arrival rate (i.e. arrival rate) as some applications require certain granu-

larity of data to proceed with execution, e.g., the rate of arrival of video frames for a video

decoder. The goal is to limit the arrival jitter which could appear in case when non-bursty

traffic mixes with a strongly varying in time.

In many deployment scenarios, protecting locality of connections allows to increase the utilization

of the pheriphereals and IP components. For instance, this happens in case of latencies of the DDR-

SDRAM memories. Indeed, SDRAMs have an internal level of caching, which in standard DDR3

modules amounts to 8kB. Consequently, contiguous and aligned 8kB long transfers fully benefit

from the caching. Consequently, these requirements are reflected by the requirement R9 "Locality"

from the Table 1.2.

Incorporation of Dynamics (R4)

Traditionally, the problem of interference between concurrent transmissions in real-time NoCs

is solved with Quality-of-Service (QoS) mechanisms, which minimize non-functional dependencies

at the cost of less efficient communication protocols. Indeed, the frequently applied, static resource

allocation makes communication timing straightforward but results in a significant performance

decrease.

However, this is contradictory to the requirements of highly dynamic, contemporary applica-

tions in real-time domains that demand allocation flexibility and extensive on-chip reactivity, e.g.,

advanced driver/pilot assistance systems, industrial robotics, autonomous flight/drive systems. For

instance, automated driving introduces a transition of decision making from the driver to the ve-

hicle. Decisions and actions must be taken in the context of a dynamic, constantly changing en-

vironment, e.g., situation on the road or weather conditions. This is done through a concurrent

execution of complex functionalities including high resolution sensor fusion and data processing

combined with machine-learning. At least a part of these functions will be implemented on a many-

core system to reduce the number of components and cost. Consequently, NoCs must efficiently

host new sets of highly dynamic workloads and the behavior of the system may be influenced by

many external factors. Tasks may modify their transmission profiles at run-time depending on the

arriving sensor data. Moreover, sets of applications may be initiated dynamically, introducing sys-

tem modes with changing traffic patterns and mapping or workload profiles, e.g., convolution of

a neural network used for decision making. Similarly, sensor fusion and data crunching bring up

data-dependent execution, resulting in a highly dynamic task behavior and large jitters. Finally, the

dynamics can happen due to the transient-errors and mechanisms preventing them such as data

re-transmissions or acknowledges. Therefore, the control used for the underlying NoC architecture

must protect the system safety against pitfalls resulting from dynamic behavior (e.g. transient over-

loads, data loss, high transmission latencies and missed deadlines) while delivering the requested

performance. This challenge is reflected in requirement R4 "Dynamics" from the Table 1.2.
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Efficient Verification (R10)

As discussed in Section 1.2, safety standards enforce separation of the design and specification

from implementation. This requires providing methods for verification and testing of the Networks-

on-Chip and not only the functioning implementations.

In this context, some design decisions may increase significantly the difficulty of the formal ver-

ification. For instance, complex mechanisms for providing simultaneously efficient guarantees for

HRTs and average performance for BEs, although feasible frequently lead to a fine-granular traffic

classification with the temporal guarantees as a predominant requirement. Consequently, routers

and NIs are becoming more complex (e.g. extra header information, translation tables, additional

logic) making them more difficult to analyze and formally verify. This increases production costs

and effort. On the other hand, it is still important that NoC resources are shared (i.e. allow as many

communications as possible) and that transmission latencies are low (i.e. efficient synchroniza-

tion with minimum impact on senders performance). This additional validation effort should be

therefore as low as possible what is reflected in R10 "Verification" from the Table 1.2.

Note that formal verification must account also for the effects of dynamics described in the pre-

vious paragraphs. This may be often difficult and contradictory to other mechanisms in the NoC

for instance fail-safety. In fact, the load of 50% which is already considered to be significant in case

of automotive systems whenever formal guarantees must be provided and the system exposes dy-

namics in its behavior [82]. Indeed, results from Daimler [82] state: “... it is accepted that the cyclic

busload should not exceed 50% (the exact upper bound depends on the OEM)” and later “In net-

works dominated by event driven communication, the theoretical worst case load then overshoots

100% and may reach 500%.”. These claims are supported by Bosch in [113]. Otherwise, OEM will

not be able to provide formal guarantees required by standards.

Safety and Real-Time as Features of the Architecture (R3, R7)

In many architectures proposed by academia, support for real-time and safety features plays a

central role and therefore other practical properties are neglected. It is important to mention that

although the market of the automotive electronics is the fastest growing one among embedded sys-

tems [67] it is still covering less than 20% of the overall production. Moreover, real-time workloads

are usually in the minority of developed and deployed applications.

Consequently, from the point of view of a manufacturer, the best solution would be to provide

a generic platform which can handle simultaneously general purpose, BE applications and, when-

ever it is necessary, real-time and safety critical features at low cost. This would allow to increase the

production series of SoCs and leave it to the integrator if and to what extend these specific require-

ments should be incorporated in the particular design. Consequently, a future NoC architecture

should allow safety and/or predictable timing as a feature of the design which may be activated on

demand not its sole purpose. This is reflected in requirement R7 "Switch-off QoS" from Table 1.2.

Of course, such approach is only feasible if the overhead resulting from the domain specific mech-

anisms is low in comparison with the overall production costs of the IP component.

Similar considerations apply to methods/mechanisms used for supporting temporal and safety

requirements. The workloads in embedded domains may differ significantly depending on appli-

cations. For instance, in some setups the system integrator may only have safety-critical tasks. They
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are highly optimized and tested and due to the nature of controlled process therefore transmit its

data using regular pattern with a pre-defined transmission size, e.g., feedback loops used in control

engineering. However, in other applications such as ADAS they may be a lot of sporadic and dy-

namic sensor data which, as discussed before, require different arbitration and policies for efficient

work. Therefore, the same generic NoC in the optimal scenario should offer designers possibility to

select optimal Quality-of-Service mechanism and policy depending on the particular deployment.

This challenge is reflected in requirement R3 "Flexibility" from Table 1.2.



Chapter 2: A Survey of Mechanisms for Supporting
Real-Time in NoCs

The integration of traffic from multiple senders in the same Network-on-Chip results in setups

where concurrent transmissions compete for the interconnect resources such as link bandwidth

and buffer space. In the real-time systems the most important challenge is adherence to the tem-

poral requirements of applications which dominates other requirements, e.g., high-average perfor-

mance. Consequently, real-time NoCs must provide mechanisms for supporting predictable arbi-

tration. This means that such networks should offer a predictable upper bound on the worst-case

end-to-end latencies. Moreover, whenever the NoC is running as a part of safety-critical system there

is a need to verify that property during the design process and integration, as request by safety stan-

dards. For achieving predictable timing, NoC architectures offer two main control features, cf. [23]:

flow control deciding about scheduling and allocation of network’s resources, such as channel

bandwidth, buffer space, and control state. Flow control is usually realized through control

path components, i.e., arbiters, in routers. The duration of the single grant depends on mul-

tiple factors. For instance, some requesters may require uninterrupted access to the resource

for a number of cycles.

admission control deciding about who and when can initiate the transmission, i.e., when

an application can access the NoC. It is usually adjusted in network interfaces of process-

ing nodes, e.g., rate limiters enforcing minimum temporal distance between two consecutive

transmissions from the same processing node.

This chapter presents an overview of available methods and mechanisms for assuring temporal

properties in a NoC. The presented survey encompasses temporal and spatial isolation methods.

As will be shown, this challenge of providing real-time predictability (and safety whenever rele-

vant) is not trivial as these mechanisms must fulfills multiple design goals at once, as described

in the previous Chapter 1. For instance, they must assure predictable behavior and performance

simultaneously. Moreover, it is necessary to cope efficiently with system’s dynamics resulting from

application behavior (e.g. activation jitter, transmissions duration) as well as physical environment

(e.g. sensor data, off-chip communication). Finally, safety standards for higher safety-levels require

verification by formal methods.

2.1 Spatial Isolation of Traffic in Networks-On-Chip

The most straightforward method for achieving temporal predictability in real-time NoCs is spa-

tial isolation, i.e., assigning each of the senders (or sender/traffic classes) its own set of NoC re-

sources, i.e., links and buffers. This is commonly achieved through static load distribution with
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oblivious routing [23]. When applied, the paths followed by packets during runtime are indepen-

dent from the current state of the NoC and determined only by the source and destination of the

data stream. In mixed-critical NoCs this allows to limit the interference and fully isolate senders of

different criticality either in space and/or time.

Note however, that all transmissions inherently suffer from the main drawback of oblivious rout-

ing - the lack of a load balancing during runtime leading to an underutilization of resources and

performance bottlenecks. In fact, for every oblivious routing algorithm there is a traffic pattern

that causes large load imbalance [23]. Consequently, as it will be discussed in the following of this

section, this method although relatively straightforward is contradictory to multiple requirements

defined in Section 1.1.1. This is especially problematic in mixed-critical and safety-critical setups

as discussed in Chapter 1. The spatial separation forbids sharing of NoC’s resources (buffers and

link bandwidth) between BE and HRTTs. That is enforced by appropriate mapping and path alloca-

tion, e.g., [4, 34]. Although the implementation of this method is relatively simple and provides the

requested predictability, it simultaneously decreases both hardware utilization and senders perfor-

mance in all traffic classes. BE applications are frequently forced to take non-optimal (i.e. longer)

routes to avoid interference with HRTTs. NoCs suffer from misbalance in link occupation. For

instance, if a HRTT sender does not have any pending transfer its path remains unused even if BE

links are heavily loaded, e.g., timing sensitive transmissions from Ethernet port occur rarely when

compared to cache traffic of BE tasks [4].

Additionally, strict separation may lead to a segmentation of the NoC and unused/underutilized

cores [34]. Moreover, in commercially available NoCs, e.g., Tilera [109] or MPPA [25], nodes are het-

erogeneous and constructed of processing cores as well as peripherals, e.g., I/O interfaces, memory

controllers. As these different hardware units have a fixed position in the system, certain critical

communication paths are also fixed and interference between senders with different criticality lev-

els is inevitable (i.e. it cannot be solved by mapping). This endangers temporal predictability of

the system and thus its real-time and safety properties. Consequently, the temporal isolation is the

only feasible solution in many setups.

Although spatial isolation has significant performance drawbacks it is frequently used in practice

due to easy verification. As discussed in [47] or [39], NoC architectures with support for quality-of-

service have high production cost.

In [47] an approach based on simplifying the router structure was proposed. As shown experimen-

taly, by removing the complexity of a baseline router the low-cost router microarchitecture can also

approach the ideal latency in on-chip networks. However, as discussed in Section 1.1.1 router sim-

plification may endanger the safety. In [47] the quality of service was implemented through delaying

the rate credits that are returned upstream. The evaluation has reported that the proposed archi-

tecture can decrease the area by almost 40% and the power consumption by 45% when compared

to standard performance oriented solutions.

Such results encouraged research and design efforts for proposing multi-layer networks. These

architectures are based on the assumption that under-utilization of the NoC resources can be com-

pensated by simplicity and low costs of router constructions. Consequently, such MPSoCs are sup-

porting several physical NoC layers for spatial isolation.These architectures are popular especially

in commercial applications as they simply significantly verification and control of the MPSoC.

The Tile64 NoC [109] from Tilera supports five independent networks which are designed to serve
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different traffic classes: 1) user dynamic network (UDN), 2) I/O dynamic network (IDN), 3) static

network (STN), 4) memory dynamic network (MDN), and 5) tile dynamic network (TDN). Four of

them (1,2,4,5) are realized with the same dynamic router architecture supporting dimension-ordered

wormhole-routing. The main goals are to preserve ordering of messages, offer flow control and re-

aliable delivery for short transmissions from BE and safety critical applications (control-oriented).

The STN network is designed as circuit switched network for streaming applications. Each stream-

ing sender may set up a route through network and stream directly without interference. This

allows achieving separation of bursty from non-bursty traffic.

The MPPA NoC from Kalray [25] offers two layers C-NOC and D-NOC. The first one is designed

for worst-case latency sensitive short control messages the second for bandwidth critical data trans-

missions. The routers in both layers are identical with respect to applied 2D torus topology, and

the wormhole switching. The difference appear at device interfaces, and size of router buffers. A

similar approach is proposed by [36] where BE and safety critical traffic are separated in two differ-

ent planes. The layer for HRTTs uses routers supporting the TDM slot allocation done in routers,

whereas BE messages are transmitted using a performance optimized router architecture.

Another possible application of spatial isolation is division of the whole NoC into regions, i.e.,

assuring through predictable routring and appropriate application mapping that traffic from a spe-

cific class does not interfere with other traffic, e.g., BE and HRTTs never share links. For instance,

KiloNoC [38] architecture isolates shared interconnect resources into one or more dedicated re-

gions called shared regions (SRs). If QoS is necessary within a SR there may be additional hardware

support switched on allowing accommodation of senders with. The rest of the network is freed

from different temporal requirements. Theses mechanisms are based on prioritization of accesses

to virtual channels (buffer queues) in routers. Moreover, there is still the option to switch off QoS in

remaining / all regions and by doing so offer maximum performance. Similar approach for Kalray

MPPA architecture was followed by [4]. Authors proposed a methodology for deriving mapping

allowing containing traffic from certain applications within selected regions i.e. initiated transmis-

sions can reach only selected subset of available nodes and so traffic of different criticalities never

interfere.

2.2 Temporal Isolation of Traffic in Networks-on-Chip

Temporal isolation offers the frequently applied solution to the problem of temporal predictabil-

ity and safety in the majority of NoCs. According to this approach, senders with different require-

ments w.r.t the interconnect resources are allowed to share links and buffers. Therefore, providing

formal timing guarantees for safety-critical traffic in NoCs is usually done through [36]:

identification of interfering senders,

temporal synchronization of transmissions competing for shared resources.

In the majority of NoCs, these two actions are considered to be largely orthogonal [23] and therefore

separated and designed independently in order to enforce a predictable behavior [69]. The set of

interfering senders can be bounded with deterministic or oblivious routing [23] where paths that

transmissions may use are selected during the design phase and static during runtime. Synchro-

nization of concurrent accesses in time can be done in routers as well as network interfaces with a
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selected temporal arbitration method. There exist two dominant groups of mechanisms for tempo-

ral isolation: Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) or predictable arbitration in routers. The former

offers static guarantees which are independent from the behavior of other synchronized senders.

The latter offers guarantees which depend on behavior of other senders but this interference can

be safely bounded, e.g., prioritization of traffic in routers.

However, the market success of a NoC architecture depends mainly on two factors: on an efficient

scheduling methodology that does not sacrifice the performance and on a router/switch design that

is competitive in terms of area and power in comparison with a conventional NoC architecture. As

we will argue in the following of this section, these goals are largely contradictory and each of the

methods results in hard trade-offs between performance and temporal predictability.

2.2.1 TDM-Based Networks-on-Chip Architectures

The first group of mechanisms allowing temporal isolation in a NoC is based on the paradigm

of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). In TDM approach, each sender receives, in a cyclic order, a

dedicated time slot for an exclusive access to the NoC [63]. Consequently, TDM-based systems are

relatively easy to implement and analyze.

Implementation of TDM in a NoC can be done differently w.r.t link sharing, routing, connection

setup, end-to-end flow control and different connection types. An extensive survey of TDM-based

NoC architectures is available in [95]. The following concentrates on the most significant ones.

The simplest and most straightforward approaches for time-division-multiplexing (TDM) in a NoC

utilize circuit switching. In [90] the whole system is considered to be a globally shared resource.

Consequently, the NoC architecture provides directed virtual circuits with the same bandwidth for

connections between nodes. The establishment of a dedicated communications channel (circuits)

through the network is conducted for a predefined amount of time (time slot) and repeated cycli-

cally. A similar approach was proposed by [64]. This NoC architecture offers TDM-based arbitration

applied for the usage of virtual channels. Consequently, time slots are assigned based on path and

VC pairs. Both works have shown that circuit switched TDM allows to save resources such as buffers

due to the fact that once granted access to NoC packets can proceed with full speed as there is no

interference.

However, although TDM-based NoC architectures allows easy implementation and providing

timing guarantees, they suffer from severe drawbacks. Firstly, the introduced scheduling is static

and non work-conserving i.e. the worst-case latencies depend on the number of synchronized

senders and duration of their time slots and not their actual activity during runtime. This causes

scalability issues i.e. a high number of synchronized senders (even if they use the NoC sporadically)

results in long TDM-cycle and pessimistic guarantees. Moreover, if transmissions are not perfectly

synchronized with cyclic resource allocation scheme average latencies are very close to the worst

case even when the system is not highly loaded [39]. Therefore, in order to achieve high average

performance dedicated solutions are necessary, such as an offline generated schedule statically ap-

plied to the whole NoC [90]. This is especially visible at the presence of dynamic such as activation

jitter or variable resource usage (e.g. length of the transmission). Consider the example depicted

in Fig. 2.1 composed of two applications running in a NoC-based MPSoC, arbitrated using TDM.

App1 is composed of three tasks (A, B and C) with precedence constraints and App2 is composed of
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Figure 2.1: Effect of jitter on the total latencies of the applications synchronized with the TDM.

one task (D). If the behavior of the system would be static and predictable, running tasks could be

synchronized using TDM cycles, see Fig. 2.1.a), exploiting their periodic activation scheme where

the start of an application transmission occurs in a cyclic way whenever it is granted a time slot.

This assumption is non-realistic in majority of setups. The cyclical repetition of the senders be-

havior must match the cyclical repetition of the TDM cycles. In the case of sporadic (e.g. coprime)

repetition rates of activations and/or bursty memory access patterns of the applications, optimiza-

tion of the TDM-cycle only be possible with extremely long TDM-cycles or with extremely short

cycles (the divider of 1), as described in the next section. Therefore, even with strict cyclical activa-

tion in a fully predictable environment, full resource utilization cannot be guaranteed in practice

due to the nature of underlying workloads.

Moreover, whenever tasks expose dynamics in their behavior, even with a small jitter, transmis-

sions are blocked and their execution is delayed for the duration of a whole TDM cycle, see Fig. 2.1.b).

The activation of task A arrives with a small jitter and misses its slot, therefore tasks B and C cannot

start their execution before the next cycle. Consequently, task B is granted access in the second cycle

but due to the an activation jitter of Task C, a third TDM cycle is required for App1 to complete its

execution.

Resulting architectures are not flexible and the worst-case guarantees can be easily endangered

by modifications of running applications. Changes in the toolchain, in the distribution of the load

on the cores or by modifications in the software (adding/removing tasks) as well as the hardware

may cause additional jitter making the TDM-schedule and / or safety guarantees effectively infea-

sible. Finally, if an application does not have any pending transfer then its time slot is wasted. This

prevents the slack bandwidth from being redistributed to improve system’s performance. Conse-

quently, TDM-based NoC architectures are moving the main design effort from the NoC arbitration

to software/on-core layer which must optimize the behavior of the whole system w.r.t NoC arbitra-

tion, thus not visible on the NoC-layer. Using legacy code without large modifications leads to

substantial performance decrease [39] resulting in unfulfilled design requirements.

TDM-based Mechanisms with reduced adverse performance impacts

Such drastic decrease in the system performance forces designers to optimize setups e.g. by re-

ducing the number of tasks running on the processing nodes, modify the functionality and the
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number of tasks i.e. the move from requirements resulting from the nature of controlled processes

to requirements enforced by the platform. As the overhead of TDM depends on the duration of the

cycle, i.e. the number of applications and the size of their time-slots, and not on the frequency of

their accesses to the interconnect, popular solution is to decrease the slot granularity. Using large

slots, for instance adjusted for whole DMA transfers from streaming applications, increases the la-

tency of all senders e.g. [90], [90], [37]. Consequently, architectures with small slots, e.g. single packet

/ flit has been proposed. This allows to shorten the TDM-cycle and decrease the overhead in case

of dynamics. The prominent examples are Aethereal [37], dAElite [95] or Argo [46].

Aethereal [37] architecture supports two physical layers (spatial separation) for accommodation of

BE and safety critical traffic. BE traffic can be either transmitted using distributed or source routing

with conventional packet-switched router architecture or alternatively may use otherwise unused

time slots from real-time senders [39]. BE traffic is also used to set up safety-critical connections, i.e.

configure the slot table. This feature allows mitigating the overhead for the non TDM-optimized

traffic. However, it is done at the substantial hardware cost - architecture in fact require two separate

NoCs with different router architectures. The real-time traffic is routed statically and contention-

free using router slot tables. Slots are short and adjusted to single flits. Consequently, it is possible

to avoid buffering for time critical traffic class. However, NoC requires complex calculation of a slot

assignment allowing transmissions without interference and dynamics cannot be efficiently cap-

tured in time-critical applications. Consequently, recent studies suggest that aethereal architecture

is not very cost-effective [36]. Next, aelite [36] was proposed as a a lightweight version of aethereal.

The main goal was to decrease the hardware overhead of the solution by moving the routing from

routers to to the network interfaces. Additionally, support for mesochronous networks has been

added i.e. NoCs that have a single clock frequency but asynchronous (not in the same phase) clocks.

dAElite [94] is another TDM-based Network-on-Chip with support for short slots which are two

words long, and can be further decreased to a single word if necessary. Finally, Argo [46] which

combines TDM and GALS/Mesochronous arbitration - the network clock of interfaces may have

different phases and routers are asynchronous. Additionally, Argo similarly to aforementioned ar-

chitectures avoids all buffering and (run time) flow control due to lack of interference in the NoC

directly.

The common drawback of architectures based on short length of TDM cycle is that small slots

lead to a distribution of longer transmissions over several TDM-cycles, even when the remaining

TDM-cycles are not used, which drastically decreases performance. Consequently, transmissions

are unnecessarily slowed down even if the NoC is empty. Moreover, too short TDM-slots are un-

desirable when accessing stateful shared resources that benefit from spatial locality, such as DDR

memories. In case of short TDM-slots, longer transmissions are distributed between multiple TDM

cycles and packets from different senders may freely interleave in the memory controller, poten-

tially leading to undesirable timing effects [35]. Therefore, in order to employ short TDM-based

setups in safety-critical systems, the sufficient independence between interfering senders must be

enforced using specialized predictable memory controllers which, to deal with lack of locality, employ

a combination of close-page policy and static bank interleaving. This introduces custom hardware

increasing costs and power consumption.

Finally, the scalability problems remain i.e. utilization is low as unused slots cannot be hand

over and the length of TDM cycle depends on directly on the number of synchronized applica-
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tions. For mitigating these scalability issues, multiplexing of time slots between several channels

with independent TDM-schedules was proposed in [39]. The effectiveness of such approaches de-

pends directly on the number of independent channels as well as their utilization and it requires

additional arbitration effort increasing costs of the design and verification. If there are few heavily

utilized channels the performance improvement will be low. Moreover, they rely on static budgets

which leads to the same problems as in case of TDM-slot’s granularity.

Other approaches, such as SurfNoc [108], PhaseNoc [80], employ optimized TDM scheduling to

minimize the latency overhead. This is performed by replacing the cycle-by-cycle TDM-schedule

with more flexible solutions e.g. domain oriented waves. Although this allows to decrease negative

side-effects of TDM-arbitration, it does not fully eliminate them, providing only a more optimized

solution. Moreover, these solutions require much more complex routers thereby drastically in-

creasing costs of the hardware and power consumption.

2.2.2 Traffic Isolation in the Router

Due to aforementioned limitations, the static non work-conserving arbitration is not a feasible

solution in many setups with dynamic workload. The alternative solution to TDM is based on

two main components: local arbitration in routers and rate control for transmissions initiated by

processing nodes. This well known solution from off-chip networks [112] has been extended and

adjusted for the purpose of the on-chip interconnects e.g. [18, 43, 14]. In such NoCs, transmissions

must acquire output ports in routers locally and independently as they progress through the inter-

connect. The router ports are the only point where queuing occurs and can be modeled as a queuing

server. The arbitration between transmissions is performed locally and independently within each

of the routers.

Contrary to the TDM, these QoS mechanisms do no to prevent the interference between senders

but rather tend to safely control its effects. Consequently, the offered service depends for a particular

safety-critical transmissions depends on the behavior of other streams. For instance, this may not

avoid blocking in the router but by selective prioritization it could ensure that a blocked packet on

an output port cannot block a link for other arriving packets, i.e., prevent head-of-line blocking.

In the following sections, existing solutions are briefly discussed considering used priority as-

signment schemes. The description distinguishes between NoCs in which priorities are assigned

offline to the transmissions and therefore static at runtime, see Section 2.2.3, and the real-time NoC

in which priorities for a sender may dynamically change during the runtime, see Section 2.2.3. This

follows the commonly used classification from related research [17], [63].

2.2.3 Performance Optimized NoCs in the Real-Time Context

The majority of the generic performance optimized NoC architectures apply traffic arbitration

done locally and independently in routers. However, their main goal is to deliver possibly low

average latencies and high average throughput in the NoC combined with some packaging and cost

constraints. These criteria are predominant and drive other design choices e.g. topology, routing,

and flow-control.

In such performance optimized NoCs there are no distinction between different traffic classes.

All ongoing transmissions compete for output ports (link bandwidth) and virtual channels (buffer
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space) and receive equal treatment. Therefore, without appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) mecha-

nisms, resources are not reserved in advance, i.e. packets are switched as soon as they arrive. More-

over, some interference cannot be resolved locally by the router’s arbiter and requires input from

adjacent neighbours. Therefore, verification is difficult as a single operation may involve multiple

routers (independent IPs) as well as multiple arbiters within an router e.g. transmission over several

routers on a single path with multistage schedulers. This results in a complex spectrum of direct

and indirect interferences between data streams which may endanger the system safety [29], [18].

Although recent works, such as [29], [102], from the real-time analysis domain proved that stan-

dard NoCs, even with complex two-staged arbitration (e.g. iSLIP) and virtual channels (VCs), are

analyzable allowing to compute the worst-case network latency, this analysis is based on several

demanding assumptions. Firstly, reasonably tight guarantees can (typically) be provided only as-

suming the predictable and known beforehand behavior of all potentially conflicting senders. Un-

fortunately, this is not the case for majority of the general-purpose applications.

Secondly, all traffic should belong to the same class (e.g. RT and / or safety-critical ) or must be spa-

tially separated from other senders. In order to design such mechanism, one must take into account

that, in SoCs with performance optimized NoCs, nodes are usually heterogeneous and constructed

of processing cores as well as peripherals e.g. I/O interfaces, Ethernet or DRAM controllers. For

instance, Tilera Tile64 provides 3 Ethernet interfaces and 4 memory controllers while MPPA pro-

vides 8 Ethernet interfaces and 2 memory controllers. These different hardware units have a fixed

position in the system. Therefore, when applied in real-time setups, certain critical communica-

tion paths are also fixed (i.e. defined by the static routing algorithm), e.g., communication from

Ethernet controller to DRAM memory. This frequently makes spatial separation unfeasible (i.e. it

is impossible to avoid overlap in communication) as already discussed in Section 2.1. Consequently,

when applied in real-time systems, performance optimized NoCs suffer from drastic resource over-

provisionining or unfulfilled design requirements.

Static Priority Assignments

The work conserving QoS mechanisms in the domain of real-time NoCs frequently utilize static

priority preemptive (SPP) scheduling, see Figure 2.2. According to this scheme transmissions from

senders with different requirements w.r.t interconnect, i.e. different criticalities, are mapped stati-

cally to different virtual channels in routers (VCs) for assuring functional independence on the data

layer. Later, the arbitration is conducted locally and independently in each router. Transmissions

mapped to different VCs are preempted. The granularity of the preemption depends on the se-

lected router architecture and switching method. For instance, in commonly deployed NoCs with

wormhole switching and virtual channel flow control [23] it can be done on the packet or flit level.

The scheduling may optimize different NoC’s properties such as latency, buffer sizes and utilization

[112].

Exemplary NoC architectures following this principle are QNoC [14], Mango [12] or KiloNoC [38].

The QNoC architecture uses four traffic classes: signaling (for inter-module control signals); real-

time (representing delay-constrained bit streams); RD/WR (modeling short data access) and block-

transfer (handling large data bursts). Isolation of different traffic classes in routers is done using

static priority assignment scheme. Routers use wormhole flow control, i.e. buffer management and

arbitration are performed on flits. Packets are build of a head flit, multiple body flits and a tail
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flit. Packet routing is resolved upon arrival of the header flit. Resources are released after receiving

the tail flit. Packets of different priority are stored in separated buffer queues. Each output port

schedules transmission of the flits according to the availability of buffers in the next router, the pri-

ority (namely service level) of the pending flits, and the packet based round-robin ordering of input

ports awaiting transmission of packets within the same service level. Preemptions, interruptions of

currently ongoing transmission of packets with lower priority, are done on the flit level .

Important functional limitation of the QNoC architecture is that it does not distinguish between

different requirements of RT applications within the same traffic class. Consequently, if different

senders belong to the same traffic class they must compete with each other and the conflicts are

resolved using round-robin scheduling locally in routers.

Another implementation of this general principle is offered by MANGO [12] implementing virtual-

circuits. MANGO ("Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guaranteed ser-

vices over Open core protocol (OCP) interfaces") NoC presents an asynchronous architecture where

BE and safety critical traffic are separated in each router. Consequently, each router supports two

different arbiters, i.e. one for BE and one for GS, and RT and BE are mapped to the subsets of avail-

able VCs. The arbitration for BE traffic is done through simple packet switched transmissions using

source routing. The RT traffic is using virtual circuits - reserving sets of buffers in different routers

for end-to-end connections. Real-time traffic (e.g. SRTT or HRTT) is prioritized over BE. Within

the same traffic class (BE or RT) a fair (round-robin) or a non-symmetric arbiter can be applied. The

latter uses strict priorities to provide non-symmetric latency guarantees.

Similarly to MANGO, KiloNoC [38] applies separation of RT and BE in different virtual channels.

Consequently, for accommodating incoming traffic a baseline router features 25 VCs (therefore 25

priority levels). Each of the VCs in a router has a buffer capable of storing one packet build of

four flits. Therefore, each router has 750 buffers belonging to different VCs and 3000 flit slots as it

supports 30-ports. To limit this substantial hardware overhead it is possible to switch on and off

support for the safety critical applications for selected NoC regions, cf. Section 2.1. If QOS support

is off, each router’s port serves just one VC per packet class and there are two priority levels (request

at low priority and reply at high priority).The required per-port buffering is reduced to 70 flits

compared to 100 flits in a QOS enabled router (25 VCs with 4 flits per VC).

As confirmed using formal worst-case analysis methods and simulations, e.g. [18], [43], [14] the

prioritization of traffic done locally in routers (switches) allows providing safety guarantees for syn-

chronized applications. However, this method has several drawbacks which limits its applicability.

Firstly, the improved work-conserving guarantees offered by this arbitration are possible only under

the assumption that packets can be forwarded as they arrive [29], [37] i.e. there is no back pressure

and no correlation between routers.To guarantee that, larger buffers must be applied compared to

TDM. Otherwise, the propagation of blocking leads to cyclic dependencies and either systems are

hardly analyzable or no guarantees can be given. Secondly the scalability of these solutions in a

mixed-critical context directly depends on the amount of available hardware resources. If the num-

ber of VCs is not equal to the number of criticality levels in the system the formal analysis becomes

complex and guarantees can be pessimistic or cannot be given at all as it is necessary to aggre-

gate multiple streams within the same class. Therefore, there is a predominant trade-off between

real-time predictability (also safety) and the amount of HW resources used for implementation.

However, the major challenge emerges from the constant increase in the number of applications
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Figure 2.2: NoC router architecture with static priorities assigned to independent buffer queues (virtual chan-

nels).

integrated into a single chip such as, the Flight Management System [31] application encompassing

multiple tasks with multiple criticality levels. Note, that the number of VCs is independent from

the activities of the senders i.e. number and frequency of initiated by them transmissions. This

increases additionally the cost of design and power consumption because hardware must be opti-

mized w.r.t to the worst-case behavior of running applications and not their average performance.

The worst-case dimensioning is usually overly pessimistic drastically decreasing utilization of the

system, as in case of TDM. This effect can be observed in case of KiloNoC. Although theoretically

it is capable of handling 25 priority levels in practice it can apply the priority based arbitration to

the selected parts of the NoC. This is due to the high hardware overhead resulting from storing

streams of different priority in separated VCs and thus buffer queues. Consequently, the overhead

is increasing exponentially with number of supported priority levels.

Finally, priority based arbitration is adjusted to the flow-control units (e.g. packets or flits), not to

logical transmissions which are frequently composed of multiple packets. This leads to design chal-

lenges known from the TDM-based arbitration e.g. locality, in-order delivery, assumed error rate

or burstiness which in may setups drastically decrease utilization of peripherals and memories. For

instance, as discussed in [56], longer DMA transfers could benefit from locality principle to exploit

stateful nature of memory e.g. open bank policy in case of DRAM. Indeed, DRAMs have an internal

level of caching, which in standard DDR3 modules amounts to 8kB. Consequently, contiguous and

aligned 8kB long transfers fully benefit from the caching. In case of SPP-based routers this property

can only be assured for the streams with the highest priority. For all others preemption may happen

at any arbitrary moment in time and locality cannot be assured.

Dynamic Priority Assignments

The priority based solutions are frequently foreseen as a solution capable of mitigating the prob-

lems of static TDM approaches. However, the SPP-solutions described in the previous section, have

a common drawback of treating best effort traffic as a “second-class” citizen. The BE transmissions

are preempted as soon as HRRT traffic arrives and therefore suffer from high latency and jitter

what is contradictory to their requirements. On the other hand, high criticality traffic is forwarded

as soon as it arrives although it has no to little benefit from reduced latency (deadline driven).
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Figure 2.3: Effects of static priority based arbitration done locally in routers on the total latencies of the BE

senders in the NoC.

For instance, Figure 2.3 presents a mixed critical system where three applications share the NoC.

Two of them are safety critical (HRTT1 and HRTT2) and the last one is streaming data (SRTT).

Consequently, each sender has a unique static priority (assigned for instance according to a rate-

monotonic scheme) and remaining BEs and SRTTs have the same lowest priority. Figure 2.3 illus-

trates the evolution over time of transmissions in a real- time NoC using a static priority preemptive

(SPP) policy, similarly to [14] or [18]. In such systems, SRTTs can progress through the NoC only when

HRTTs are not sending data, therefore they are often unnecessarily delayed. HRTTs are scheduled

as soon as they arrive, although they usually do not profit from faster execution as long as they are

guaranteed to finish before their deadline.

Slack-based resource allocation connected with dynamic priorities is a well known solution from

the scheduling theory [63] to this integration challenge, providing high performance for soft-real

time applications and BE without violating the timing constraints of hard real-time applications.

According to this approach, SRTTs are scheduled whenever the execution of HRTTs can be safely

postponed without causing missed deadlines. This is possible whenever a slack is available, which is

the time budget between the worst-case response time of a hard-real time application and its dead-

line. Only few existing work have considered using slack-based resource allocation in the context

of NoCs by applying, locally in routers, dynamic prioritization for different virtual channels.

For instance, “Back Suction” mechanism [28] prioritizes SRTT and BE traffic over HRTT. Con-

sequently, the HRTT is progressing only during idle time when there in no other ongoing trans-

mission as long as the guarantees are not endangered. This is assured by monitoring of the buffer

space occupied in routers by HRTTs. If buffers are not sufficiently filled, a signal is send to the

upstream router resulting in reverse prioritization of the traffic, so HRTT is prioritized over SRTT

and BE. This signal is propagated upstream towards the source. If the buffers for HRRT traffic are

filled again than prioritization is once again reverted.

Another example, is WPMC (Wormhole Protocol for Mixed Criticality) [16] which introduces two

modes of work for the NoC. Consequently, different traffic classes are separated in different buffer

queues and their behavior is controller before the packets are injected to the NoC. Monitors in NIs

observe traffic behavior i.e. message sizes and inter-arrival time. If system adheres to the predefined
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behavioral-model, it works in the low-criticality mode in which transmissions of all criticality levels

are scheduled based on their typical-case behavior i.e. no differences between different criticalities.

When a monitor detects a violation of this behavior, the NoC switches to a high-criticality mode

where only streams allocated to VCs of a high criticality are scheduled and all best-effort traffic is

dropped by a router to favor the critical packets. This WPMC scheme is extended in [42] for further

improving the performance of BEs. The main goal is to allow best-effort traffic to use idling ports

of a router even in the critical state instead of dropping it as in [16].

Finally, mechanism proposed in [101] similarly to [42] and [16] prioritizes best-effort traffic over

safety-critical traffic in NoC as long as guarantees are not endangered. However, monitoring is

done in routers and priority switch is done on demand basing on allowed blocking time (slack).

Consequently, it is possible to exploit the latency slack of critical senders, while providing sufficient

independence among different criticality levels w.r.t. timing properties. The information about

possible slack in contained within the packet header of safety-critical traffic. Later, the slack value

is decremented in each router whenever the interference happens. Packets with low slack are values

are scheduled before the ones with high slack levels. Additionally, to account for dynamics in the

network that typically and blocking along the way as well account for applications (or individual

data streams) rather than traffic classes.

The main drawback of all aforementioned mechanisms is the high hardware overhead resulting

from a custom router design and the high number of virtual channels (i.e. required buffers) corre-

sponding to the number of priority levels in the system. Moreover, these solutions can significantly

increase NoC’s complexity as they require to propagate the global state of the NoC to the local ar-

biters in routers. This is incompatible with the principle of local independent arbitration done in

separately routers which requires no correlation between local arbiters and thereby increases the

complexity of the worst-case timing analysis. Additionally, the configuration complexity increases.

Mechanisms such as [42], [16] or [28] require assignments of particular application to one of existing

(supported by NoC architecture) traffic classes. This assignment, when done improperly due lack

of well specified traffic behavior or appropriate configuration, can still lead to under utilization of

the interconnect as well as decreased performance of BE and SRTTs sender.

2.3 Comparison of Different Mechanisms

In order to discuss the implications of RT requirements on the NoC design, this section presents

an evaluation of the selected NoC architectures frequently used for the deployment of real-time

workloads. The examination is done in the context of requirements defined in Section 1.3. Its main

goal is to provide an insight into design tradeoffs and open research points in this field. The results

are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

Classification

The discussed designs are divided into two groups: general purpose and real-time architectures.

NoCs belonging to the former group are performance optimized (all traffic receives equal treatment)

whereas the real-time architectures use mechanisms described earlier in this chapter. Moreover,

real-time architectures assume that the load from senders is predictable or can be enforced using
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rate limiters (RL). RLs define the maximum number of transmissions that a particular sender/pro-

cessing node can initiate per a given time period i.e. if transmissions arrive too fast there are post-

poned, cf. Section 1.1.1 for detailed description. The final granular classification is based on flow-

control mechanism applied in routers and applied method for assuring temporal predictability.

Consequently, following NoC architectures are considered:

CB-CS - Conventional-Baseline Circuit-Switched is a circuit switched architecture which ap-

plies round-robin based scheduling between transmissions

CB-PS - Conventional-Baseline Packet-Switched is a packet switched architecture which ap-

plies single stage round-robin based scheduling between transmissions and single shared

buffer queue per port

CB-PS-VC - Conventional-Baseline Packet-Switched with Virtual Channel is a packet switched

architecture which applies multi-stage round-robin based scheduling between transmissions

with

support for multiple virtual channel and thus multiple buffer queues per routers port

CS-RL Circuit-Switched flow-control and Rate-Limiters in NIs, routers use priority based ar-

bitration including two allocation granularities after which resources must be released: long

(logical) transmissions composed of multiple packets, and short transmissions adjusted to the

single (or a few) packets

PS-VC packet switched flow-control and Rate-Limiters in NIs,, support for virtual channels

and different router arbiters: round-robin, static priority based and dynamic priority based

TDM - Temporal Division Multiplexing realized on different slot granularity (short and long

slots), including advanced architecture (advn.) optimizing slot allocation to cope with dynamic

(e..g. PhaseNoC, SurfNoC)

Hybrid - frequently referenced architecture with two physical layers: packet switched with

round-robin for best-effort traffic and TDM with short slots for RT traffic

Supported Features

The features used for evaluation related directly to the requirements discussion from Section 1.

Note, that relevant requirement denotes the principle challenge addressed be the feature, but each

feature may simultaneously refer to more than problems in design of real-time NoCs.

First feature group encompasses, the quality of support for GL and GT traffic understood as

conservativeness of the worst-case guarantees. In this case, high relates to guarantees which

are not far from the actual performance of the traffic whereas low relates to the significant

overprovisioning required for providing the RT support.

The performance of the BE senders in the mixed-critical scenarios relates to the decrease

of the average latencies for this traffic which is resulting from application of safety-critical

mechanisms.
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Next, features relate to the dynamic in the sender behavior such as variable activation jitter

and variable lengths of transmissions. This allows to assess the additional overhead (delay)

which sender himself experiences from the applied real-time mechanisms.

Later, the influence of this dynamics on other senders in the system is considered. In this

context, yes relates to the case when predictable incorporation of dynamics in behavior of

one sender may decrease the guarantees of other transmissions through overprovisioning.

Fairness of arbitration for GL and GT data streams relates to the resource efficient allocation

of resources for senders with different real-time requirements e.g. different deadlines, or

throughput guarantees.

Possibility to switch-off QoS and hardware penalty for doing so related to scenario where the

real-time NoC should be deployed in the setup with solely general purpose workloads. (safety

as a feature of the design not its main goal)

Support for scalability including to its hardware and temporal overhead relates to the quality

of safety resource allocation w.r.t the worst-case guarantees. The real-time NoC should offer

an architecture where the guarantees depends on the actual load of the system not other static

factors e.g. number of integrated senders (temporal penalty). Consequently, the predictable

deployment of many senders with different RT requirements should follow at the low cost

(hardware penalty).

Support for locality relates to setups where packets from transmissions must arrive not only

timely but also in the correct arrival order to fulfill the requirements of the peripherals.

Finally,two last features relate to the complexity and pessimism of the verfication using formal

methods, as required by standards for higher safety levels.
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NoC Architecture Real-Time General Purpose

Mechanism Type CS + RL PS + VC + RL TDM Hybrid CB

Relevant

Requirement

Feature \Arbitration

long

trans.

short

trans.

static

priorities

dynamic

priorities

round-

robin

long

slots

short

slots

advn. TDM+PS CB-CS CB-PS CB-PS-VC

R1

Quality of

Support for

GL

medium

(high

avg. latencies

depends

on trans

size)

high

(depends

on trans.

size)

medium

(depends

on senders prio.;

num. of VCs,

and number

of prios.)

medium

(depends

on senders

prio. and

num.

of VCs,

and

number

of prios.)

low

(depends

on rate

limiting

and

num.

of senders)

medium

(high avg.

latencies

depends

on slot

size)

high

(depends

on slot

size)

medium

(num.

of

senders)

high

(depends

on slot

size)

low

(depends

num.of

senders,

and msg.

size)

low

(depends

num.of

senders)

low

(depends

num.of

senders)

R1

Quality of

Support for

GT

high high medium medium medium high high high high low low low

R6

Performance

of BE

senders in

mixed-critical

scenarios

high

avg.

latencies

medium

avg.

latencies

high.

avg.

latencies

low

avg.

latencies

medium

avg.

latencies

high

avg.

latencies

high

avg.

latencies

high

avg.

latencies

low

avg.

latecnies

low

avg

latecnies

low

avg

latecnies

low

avg

latecnies

R2, R3

Sender

Penalty

for Var. Trans

Size

low low low low low low low low low low low low

R2, R3

Sender

Penalty for

Var. Jitter

high medium low low low high medium low low low low low

R4, R3

Performance

Penalty for

others senders

in setups

with jitter and

var. trans

no no no no no yes yes no yes no no no

R5, R3

Arbitration

Fairness

for GL

Senders

- low low medium medium - low medium low - - -

Table 2.1: Evaluation of different designs for the real-time NoCs w.r.t requirements from Section 1.3, part one.
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NoC Architecture Real-Time General Purpose

Mechanism Type CS + RL PS + VC + RL TDM Hybrid CB

Relevant

Requirement

Feature \Arbitration

long

trans.

short

trans.

static

priorities

dynamic

priorities

round-

robin

long

slots

short

slots

advn. TDM+PS CB-CS CB-PS CB-PS-VC

R5, R3

Arbitration

Fairness

for GT

Senders

high high medium medium medium high high high high - - -

R7

Possibility to

switch-off

QoS

yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes - - -

R7

Hardware

overhead

in setups with

disabled

QoS

low low medium high low - - - high none none none

R8

Support for

Scalability

yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes yes yes

R8

Scalability

Temporal

Penalty

low low low low low high high medium medium low low low

R8

Scalability

Resources

Penalty

low low high high medium low low high high low low low

R9

Support for

Locality

yes no

no

(yes only

for highest

prio)

no

(yes

only for

highest

prio)

no yes no no no no no no

R10

Pessimism of

formal

Verification

medium

(low-high)

medium

(low)

medium

(low)

medium

(low)

medium low low low low high high high

R10

Complexity of

Formal

Verification

low

(high-low)

low

(high)

low

(high)

high

(even

higher)

low low low high low low low low

Table 2.2: Evaluation of different designs for the real-time NoCs w.r.t requirements from Section 1.3, part two.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of different NoC architecture with the special focus on safety and performance in the

presence of dynamics.

2.4 Conclusions

The conducted detailed survey of mechanisms and architectures can be briefly summarized with

Table 2.4. The evaluation has shown that there are hard trade-offs in the design of real-time NoCs

(w.r.t performance, implementation overhead, quality of guarantees) and that none of the existing

solutions is fully dominating the spectrum of the required solutions.

Commonly used performance oriented NoCs use wormhole-switched architectures with multi-

stage arbitration for efficiency and scalability. However, they are not designed to meet temporal

requirements but rather to deliver high performance on average. In such networks, ongoing trans-

missions compete for output ports (link bandwidth) and virtual channels (buffer space). Therefore,

without appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms, resources are not reserved in advance, i.e.

packets are switched as soon as they arrive, and all traffic receive equal treatment. Moreover, some

interference cannot be resolved locally by the router’s arbiter and requires input from the adjacent

neighbours e.g. a joint allocation of the crossbar switch and the router output due to a possible lack

of buffers at the output (input- buffered router). This results in a complex spectrum of direct and

indirect interferences between data streams which may endanger the system safety [85]. Neverthe-

less, standard NoC architectures still remain appealing for use since they are affordable, fast and

flexible [47].

Isolating traffic in space offers each of the senders a dedicated set of resources. Therefore, it offers

maximum performance also at the presence of system dynamics (as this sender is the only one

using the given path through the NoC). However, although safe and performant, spatial isolation

comes at the substantial price of hardware over-provisioning. Hardware resources are not used

whenever applications are not transmitting data what is especially problematic in systems with

sporadic workloads and high dynamics. This effects increases the production costs as well as power

consumption of the MPSoC.

For mitigating the shortcoming of the spatial isolation, the temporal isolation has been proposed.

Two widely established solutions are Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) (e.g. [37]) and source rate-

limiting (e.g. [112]). TDM based architectures consider the network as a single shared resource

protected by a global (TDM) arbiter. Each application or transmission is granted, in a cyclic order, a

dedicated time slot to have exclusive access to the NoC. The size and number of these slots (i.e. the
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TDM schedule) is defined during the system’s design phase and optimized for the worst-case be-

havior.Although TDM offers a relatively simple analysis and implementation, it drastically reduces

the system utilization whenever the applications do not behave according to the predefined static

scheme used for the schedule. Dealing with transient errors, arrival jitters, changes in communica-

tion volume, or conditional executions of synchronized senders, results in average latencies close to

the worst-case or overly complex schedules which are hard to calculate and maintain. These effects

happen even in lightly loaded systems introducing a major overhead squandering the performance

advantage of MPSoCs. Furthermore, the overhead of TDM depends on some static factors i.e., the

number of applications and the size of their time-slots, thus is not work-conserving what rises the

scalability problems known from the bus-based interconnects. Therefore, although TDM supports

independent verification of each communication’s runtime behavior, it comes at the significant

performance penalty whenever the system exposes dynamics in its behavior.

In contrast to TDM, rate control avoids the drawbacks of a fixed time schedule. This scheme

is based on two main components: local arbitration in routers and rate control for transmissions

initiated by senders. Hereby, the local arbitration in each router assigns resources independently

(link-bandwidth and buffers) to packets traversing the NoC. Rate control is applied in the network

interface (NI) of a processing node and limits the maximum number of packets sent per sender. This

allows to provide an upper bound on the interference a transmission can experience in the network.

Additionally, transmissions can be isolated in dedicated buffer queues in routers (virtual channels

- VCs). This enables a priority-based arbitration to further separate senders with different QoS

requirements. However, the multi-stage arbitration and resulting transient runtime effects require

a complex corner-case analysis, i.e., obtained results are either overly pessimistic or difficult to

verify. Additionally, as all the arbiters must be optimized and adjusted to the formally verified worst-

case behavior, the performance overhead in highly-dynamic setups is significant. For instance,

as a local arbiter cannot control the number of simultaneously transmitting senders, buffers in

router’s ports must be large enough to accommodate all incoming packets. Otherwise, the packets

can be lost (overwritten) or cyclic dependencies between schedulers may endanger the safety (e.g.

propagation of blocking). Similarly, the settings of the rate regulators are static during runtime

which is contradictory to the required dynamics of the system, i.e., it is not possible to change

resource allocations along with the varying system state without loosing safety guarantees. Note

that performance penalty increases along with the complexity and inherent dynamics - as in the

case of the TDM-based arbitration.

Consequently, the static and dynamic resource allocation schemes, as used in current safety crit-

ical systems, are no longer sufficient to provide the needed level of performance without endanger-

ing the safety guarantees.



Chapter 3: The QoS Control Layer

This chapter presents a new method for operating a multiprocessor computer system with switched

on-chip interconnect, i.e., a Network-on-Chip (NoC). It permits to simultaneously satisfy perfor-

mance and safety requirements of modern MPSoCs also in the presence of highly dynamic work-

loads and therefore to overcome the shortcomings of other existing methods.

The proposed solution is based on a global arbitration and synchronization of accesses to shared

resources. This is achieved through dynamic adjustments of the admission control locally in net-

work interfaces (NIs) and Quality-of-Service (QoS) arbiters (mechanisms) in routers. The base func-

tionality is delivered through a novel, global arbitration layer using key elements of Software Defined

Networks (SDN) [60] and adopting them for the requirements of real-time NoCs [52, 56]. The pro-

posed scheme is based on decoupling of the QoS control from traffic arbitration (packet switching

and flow control) in routers and separates the NoC in a (virtual) QoS control plane (layer) and a data

plane (layer), see Fig 3.1. This is realized using a protocol-based negotiation between senders, i.e.,

providing a validation method to check if the currently available NoC resources are sufficient before

the application is granted physical access to the NoC. This also permits adjustments of Quality-of-

Service schemes during the negotiation phase, e.g., different traffic rates depending on the system

load. The synchronization can follow through a central scheduling unit, e.g. [52], [56] or directly

through broadcast or multicast protocols, e.g., [51]. In both scenarios, the introduced architecture

relieves NoC routers from QoS functions, e.g., admission control or maintaining QoS states whether

per transmission or aggregate.

The introduced decoupling is appealing in several aspects. The major advantage of the proposed

approach comes from the fact that the routers can be oblivious of the QoS functions. Therefore

there is no need for custom QoS-oriented NoC extensions which can be costly in terms of area and

power e.g. [37], [80]. The introduced solution allows the deployment of a sophisticated contract-

based QoS provisioning (e.g. round-robin, priority-based arbitration) without introducing complex

and hard to maintain schemes, known from hardware arbiters in real-time routers e.g. [28]. It can

even be applied to commercially available, NoC-based architectures, e.g., MPPA, Tile64 in real-time

domains. Otherwise, these architectures introduce complex interdependences between senders

leading to pessimistic worst-case guarantees or lack of formally assured safety
1

[102], [29]. Further-

more, the arbitration can be done globally using the knowledge about the current state of the system,

i.e., which applications are active and which resources are occupied using work-conserving sched-

ulers. Such arbitration allows to efficiently incorporate dynamics in senders’ behavior and can offer

service guarantees by applying temporal-analysis frameworks, such as Compositional Performance

Analysis (CPA) [40] or Network Calculus [62], which allows to capture the dynamics of the system.

Additionally, the global arbitration scheme applied in both performance optimized and real-time

1
For implementation details please refer to Chapter 4
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a QoS control plane and its operations in NoC domain.

architectures allows to improve the utilization of both locally and globally shared resources. For

instance, the designer may isolate full transmissions, constructed of multiple packets, for assur-

ing locality of accesses to shared memories or further efficiency improvement. It is also possible

to provide feedback about the state of the NoC for effective preemption based on-core schedulers.

Consequently, the proposed control layer offers joint benefits integrating features from standard

NoCs and real-time NoCs on top of an existing infrastructure. Such hybrid approach offers easy

implementation, high flexibility and efficient guarantees even in systems with dynamic workloads.

However, apart from aforementioned benefits, this novel QoS provisioning introduces simulta-

neously a set of new challenges which must be considered during the system design phase. The

protocol based synchronization is done at the cost of additional latency, i.e., temporal overhead.

Consequently, the scalability of the architecture and its ability to manage a high number of re-

questors and many complex scenarios plays a critical role for future industrial deployments. The

following sections will discuss a set of mechanisms that address these challenges.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 gives an overview of the related work

regarding Software Defined Networks and their applications to Networks-On-Chip as well as safety

critical systems. Section 3.3 introduces main concepts of the control layer, followed by an overview of

the centralized architecture in Section 3.4. Figure 3.2 presents an overview of the remaining content.

In Section 3.6 different resource allocation policies are described which can be achieved with the

control layer. Section 3.7 presents the interface to the on-core schedulers offered by the mechanism

whereas Section 3.8 interface to memory and peripherals. Finally, Section 3.9 provides a summary.

3.1 Baseline NoC Architecture

The proposed solution is built on-top of an existing NoC architecture. Consequently, it is largely

orthogonal to the underlying interconnect. However, as there exist a wide selection of possible so-

lutions (see Chapter 2), in this section we present the underlying NoC architecture (router and NI)

used throughput the remainder of this document. Focusing on this architecture simplifies the un-
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Figure 3.2: Applications of the control layer in the NoC based in the MPSoC.

derstanding of the control layer and its principles of work. However, the description will highlight

all key features and requirements which must be considered in general for the application in other

NoC architectures. The main goal is to build a solid theoretical basis using the in-depth discus-

sion with the selected NoC example and, without loosing generality, allowing fairly straightforward

porting to other architectures.

3.1.1 Router

The baseline router architecture is largely based on the generic architecture proposed by Dally [23],

which is frequently cited and applied in related work. Figure 3.3 presents its block diagram. The

datapath of the router, is responsible for storing and forwarding the data and is built of the follow-

ing modules: input ports with VC buffers, a switch and a set of output ports. The remaining modules

belong to control functionality and are responsible for allocating available resources (i.e. buffers

and links / output ports) to concurrent transmissions.

Router arbitration supports prioritized virtual-channels (VCs) (cf. [14]) and wormhole switching

(cf. [23]) where packets are decomposed into flits which constitute the granularity of transmission

and arbitration. Each packet is constructed of one header flit (including address information), vari-

able number of body flits, and tail flit. An arriving header flit is stored into the appropriate FIFO

queue (depending on the priority resulting from statically assigned VC) and triggers the arbitration.

Forwarding of the tail flit releases the resources.

Each virtual channel has an assigned fixed static priority. Buffering happens in input ports and

buffers for different virtual channels (priorities) may differ in length. The routers schedule trans-

missions according to:

the availability of buffers (for a given priority) in the next router (flow control / backpressure

signals),
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Figure 3.3: The exemplary baseline architecture for the NoC .

the priority of the particular VC, and

the packet-based round-robin between the input ports for packets using the same VC.

The transmission of a packet is preempted at the flit level as soon as a new packet with higher-

priority arrives to the VC. Later, transmission can resume after all higher priority packets are served.

We assume a deadlock-free, deterministic, source routing policy.

3.1.2 Network Interface

For assuring preditcable access patterns of integrated senders, network interfaces use rate con-

trol [106], [112], [26]. It is a commonly applied safety measure in many real-time setups to safely

bound the number of initiated transmissions in NoC (accesses) as well as their length. According

to this method, at each source node, a monitor - rate limiter (RL) - regulates the traffic which can

be injected usually through two parameters: window length (Tw) and bandwidth quota (Nmax).

At each cycle the rate limiter compares the length of a pending packet to the available bandwidth

quota plus the amount of data (e.g. packets or flits) sent during the previous period equal to the

window length (in cycles or ms). If not greater, the packet can be injected to the NoC otherwise it

must wait until the budget will replenish. Figure 3.4 presents an example illustrating the principle

of this flow regulation at the source. X axis depicts the trace of accesses from a node to the NoC

whereas Y axis depicts the accumulated number of finished transmissions. In the figure, within each

time window (Tw) there may be only three (Nmax = 3) conducted transmissions. A second burst of

three activations arrives too early, is postponed, and may be executed only after the first window

finishes. Recent research, e.g. [75], has also shown that fine granular representation of activation

patterns through minimum distance functions is possible. The fine grained rate control offers

better latency compared to classical periodic (coarse grained) monitors and construction with user-

specified constant overhead (in terms of necessary processing time/power and memory).
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Figure 3.4: Rate control for providing safety guarantees in real-time NoCs.

Consequently, extending Network Interface with monitors using rate control is a well known so-

lution for supporting quality-of-service in NoCs e.g. [107], [96], [13], [29]. This method owns its popu-

larity to relatively easy implementation (no need of custom router architecture) as well as flexibility

(may cover different activation patterns, no need of “predictable execution models”). Therefore it

is largely suitable for BE traffic from processors with caches and as such already available in many

NoCs on the market, e.g., MPPA from Kalray [25], FlexNoC from Arteris.

However, this solution has also a drawback - it is trading performance for temporal guarantees,

i.e., performance penalty. The rates are adjusted statically according to the worst-case scenario dur-

ing design or boot time, i.e., assuming that all senders are running simultaneously with maximum

possible transmission arrival rates. Therefore, this approach is not work conserving and sacrifices

the interconnect utilization whenever senders expose dynamics in the execution time, release jit-

ter or communication volume and the system is not highly loaded, i.e., whenever senders expose

dynamics number of activations, execution time.

Additionally, in more complex setups (e.g. many senders per node, mixed-criticality) a NI may

support address translation. The working is similar to the functionality of MMU/MPU units
2
, see

Figure 3.5. Consequently, the mapping of the local physical address within a tile (processing node)

is done with the usage of address translation tables. Each record in such a table may include the

route, which a transmission should take, access rights at the target (Read or Write), and the physical

address at the remote node.

Such mechanism has several important benefits from the safety perspective. Firstly, it allows to

isolate the selected parts of NoC, what is especially important for spatial isolation of traffic and

mixed-critical setups. Secondly, it allows to separate address spaces for different tiles for providing

backwards compatibility and higher flexibility of integrated software. Finally, allowing overlapping

address spaces can be used for accommodation of the core-to-core communication.

2
Note, that functioning of such unit in the NI is orthogonal to the work of a MMU/MPU units running in the tile.
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Figure 3.5: Address Translation in NI for providing safety guarantees in real-time NoCs.

3.1.3 Traffic Characteristic

This section discusses the typical NoC traffic patterns resulting from the design constrains in

the real-time and safety-critical domains. Consequently, for achieving temporal predictability and

shorter worst-case execution/response times (which can be proven with formal methods), designers

distinguish between two traffic groups: short and long transmissions. The former group consists of

memory accesses, typically cache-lines, from applications compiled with regular tool chains. They

originate from both, real-time and best-effort, traffic classes with a typical metric of worst-case and

average latency of the single packet. The latter group contains messages composed from several

packets which are usually originating from safety cirtical and streaming applications or optimized

to run on a specific hardware (control-oriented real-time applications). The typical criterion is worst-

case or average throughput for HRTTs and SRTTs appropriately. In the following of this section,

we describe both groups in detail.

Long Transfers and Timing-Critical Traffic

The main goal for systems with hard real-time requirements is to decouple on-core interference

from scheduling of accesses to shared resources, e.g., shared main DDR-SDRAM memory. This al-

lows easier verification through fairly straightforward analysis of the temporal behavior. Designers

of applications in real-time domains, such as automotive and avionic, frequently achieve this goal

through predictable on-core execution models (e.g. [77]). Figure 3.6 presents a “classic" example of

this approach - “read in the beginning and write at the end” which is applied in both avionic and
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Figure 3.6: Model enforcing predictable on-core execution in safety critical domains [33].
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Figure 3.7: Predictable timing through idependent reservation of NoC and on-core resources [33].

automotive domains [76, 78]. According to it, the on-core execution of an application can be divided

into three phases: memory read block (data Acquisition), actual execution (Execution) and memory

write block (Restitution). This requires decoupling execution from communication performed early

during software design phase. As a consequence, a white-box approach is applied which imposes

an execution model such as the discussed predictable execution model [77], [89].

During the first phase a task or application accesses the external memory for receiving data and

all necessary code. Later, during execution phase, the application/task can proceed sporadically

accessing the shared resource to ensure data consistency. Finally, it may write the results at the end

for further usage or integration by other system components.

Note however, that frequently not all data can be loaded efficiently. Tasks must still conduct

these ”sporadic”accesses to main memory (e.g. loading records from database in the case of drive

management). Therefore, the underlying NoC architecture should always be capable of supporting

combination of long and short accesses, which leads to the classes described above.

This analysis of temporal behavior for verification is presented on Figure 3.7. The problems of

on-core and off-core resource reservations are decoupled, i.e., are orthogonal. The worst-case tim-

ing can be obtained by measuring/summing up two factors: local (on-core) worst-case execution

time and accesses to shared resources, e.g., the NoC. Therefore, the designer must prove through

measurements and analysis that there exist an upper bound on the transfer latency. Efficiency of

this evaluation can be supported by design, e.g., on-core or peripherals schedulers and architecture.

The next sections discuss these choices for NoCs in detail.

The second group of applications requiring throughput guarantees (soft- and hard-) are signal-

processing and streaming applications. As discussed in [23] requirements of such senders are fre-

quently directly related to user perception, e.g., video and audio codecs, or resulting from certain

standards like DVB, DAB, TSN, AVB.

Consequently, timing-critical traffic from both hard and soft real-time senders exhibits frequently

predictable access patterns, e.g., periodic with jitter. Moreover, the transmissions are longer and
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Figure 3.8: Static repetition in multicore, results from CERTAINTY project [20].

consists of multiple packets, e.g., video frame transmission for SRTT or memory read in predictable

execution model. This promotes the usage of DMA engines whenever possible, e.g., MPPA archi-

tecture from Kalray. Of course, efficiency of such approaches is limited by the size of local memory

(which is a critical factor in on-chip design) as well as communication cost resulting from interfer-

ence with other senders using the NoC.

Here, the huge benefit is the predictable NoC access pattern which is highly repetitive and reg-

ular. In many setups, this regularity allows to improve utilization and performance of resources.

Figure 3.8 presents an example from CERTAINTY project [20], where tasks are activated with an

offset what allows pipelining of DMA transfers. Moreover, some peripherals, such as DDR-SDRAM

memories, are state dependent, i.e., their response time depends on the history of previous accesses.

Therefore, clustering of transmissions combined with a known memory controller behavior allows

to exploit this behavior, i.e., assure a known access sequence, for decreasing response latency as well

as improving power usage and utilization.

Short Transfers and Best-Effort Traffic

Short messages (e.g. single packet or flits) are usually originating from control-oriented safety-

critical senders as well as best effort applications running on processors with caches. They are often

very sensitive to latency, i.e., the reaction time is critical for worst-case or average performance [23,

28]. Cache miss increases the Worst-Case Execution Time of a task running on the processor and

thus the load of a processor. Since it is only possible to conservatively limit the number of misses

(see overview paper [110]) the miss-times must be included in the WCETs several times. Therefore,

they conservatively increase the worst-case load. Furthermore, the characteristic of traffic from

general-purpose, best-effort applications is usually not known, what may endanger the deadlines

(i.e. temporal properties) and as consequence also functional safety in safety-critical domains. If

aggregated traffic demands exceed, even for a short period of time, an available bandwidth (e.g. due

to unpredictable bursts from cache-based execution or coherency protocol) it may endanger safety
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Figure 3.9: Exemplary scenario where propagation of blocking could endanger deadlines and as consequence

also functional safety in NoC through the effects of buffer saturation and backpreassure.

of other applications using NoC resources.

Figure 3.9 presents an exemplary scenario in which three applications (AppA-AppC) sharing the

same DRR-SDRAM memory share the interconnect resources with traffic from an Ethernet con-

troller (ETH). Consequently, if accumulated traffic from AppA and AppB exceeds the capacity of

memory controller or available links bandwidth it postpones also AppC. As AppC shares links with

ETH, ETH can also be blocked what causes a “domino effect”. Therefore, ETH becomes dependent

of both AppA and AppB although these senders do not directly share resources. This propagation

of blocking [106], [23] (also known as saturation tree or head-of-line blocking) can quickly and dras-

tically decrease performance of the whole network leading to pessimistic guarantees or unfulfilled

design requirements. Formation of a saturation tree can be additionally accelerated by other archi-

tectural features. For instance in case of wormhole switching, buffers in routers are smaller than a

packet, such that a blocked packet can block several senders in multiple routers on the same path.

Additionally some modules may occasionally operate at a slower speed, e.g., a variable speed coder,

encoder or storage device.

The popular and frequently applied method to solve these problems is traffic shaping using rate

limiters, which is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.

3.2 Software Defined Networking

The main concept of the proposed resource manager and control layer is derived from the global

management scheme for off-chip interconnects - Software Defined Networking (SDN). This section

briefly revises and summarizes related research based on [98] and [60]. Key concepts of SDNs rely on

division and separation of interconnect mechanisms into control and data planes. The data plane

is responsible for actual forwarding of transmitted data, e.g., packets or frames. The control plane

controls, through protocol based synchronization, behavior of routers and adjusts it depending on

the global state of the system.
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Figure 3.10: Main SDN components in a switch [98].

3.2.1 SDN Principles and Real-Time Systems

The exemplary SDN scheme, taken from the Ethernet domain, is presented in Figure 3.10. Com-

ponents belonging to the data plane are marked with green whereas the control plane is marked

with red.

Traditionally in a SDN the control layer is build of a centralized SDN controller and agents in the

network switches (red components in Figure 3.10). The data plane encompasses remaining func-

tionality of the switch (green components in the figure). The role of the SDN agent within a switch

is to monitor the communication passing the switch, synchronize it with the SDN controller and,

if necessary, update/modify the rules used for traffic arbitration. For doing that it uses a flow table

inside the switch which stores settings for forwarding operations performed by the switch’s data

plane. For instance, each incoming traffic stream (frame or packet) can be identified by source and

destination MAC addresses and/or port numbers. Consequently, the flow table may contain settings

deciding about the output port to which it should be forwarded.

The SDN controller is usually implemented in form of a software library (also referred to as net-

work operating system) running on a dedicated core. The communication between SDN agents

and the controller follows in the same network in which communication is done. SDN interface
define the communication protocol used for synchronization between the SDN controller and the

switches/routers.

A plethora of mechanisms supporting SDN exists for off-chip networks with a predominant focus

on Ethernet. A comprehensive overview of SDNs, including standardization, interfaces, controllers,

network programming languages, and applications is given in [60]. The major research focus is

placed on optimization with respect to average system performance. Consequently, the schemes

are either hardly analyzable or no guarantees can be given. For instance, the most prominent SDN

interface OpenFlow [71] relies on TCP-based communication. Therefore, it suffers from complex

handshake and flow control schemes which significantly increase the worst-case latency of real-time

traffic [98] which in case of Ethernet is typically UDP-based.Nevertheless, SDN Ethernet protocols

have been analyzed in [8] and [98].

The challenges in porting of the SDN principles to the real-time and/or safety critical domains,

such as automotive and avionic, will be discussed using an exemplary topology from the automotive

domain which is presented in Figure 3.11. In this context, the role of the SDN controller would be

to manage and control arbitration settings (e.g. routing or rate control) in switches depending on
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Figure 3.11: An exemplary topology from the domain of automotive Ethernet enhanced with a SDN controller.

information about global state of the entire network, i.e., who is sending and which resources are

occupied. The re-configuration includes admission control and run-time reconfiguration. The for-

mer allows limiting the link load and therefore network congestion by limiting accesses (blocking

or rate control) for selected senders. The latter can be used for recovery from faults, e.g., through

bypassing a failed switch or link.

A centralized single point of synchronization through the SDN controller could be a performance

bottleneck. However, it has also significant advantages especially in the safety critical domains.

Firstly, it allows to simplify synchronization protocol, e.g., (rapid) spanning tree protocol or short-

est path bridging. On the contrary, in case of decentralized system a lengthy and complex protocols

for assuring system coherence are frequently needed. It is so because the communication partici-

pants must firstly agree on a state of the network before they can take actions. In case of a single

SDN controller all actions are serialized in this node what simplifies the process of worst-case ver-

ification.

Application of a SDN in safety critical system requires providing strict timing requirements. Con-

sequently, the time necessary for admission control and re-configuration including actions of the

SDN controller and agents must be bounded in time (worst-case behavior). Verification in such

real-time systems is frequently done with formal worst-case analysis methods and/or simulation-

based approaches. The disadvantage of the latter is lack of guarantee that the simulation exposed

included all corner cases leading to worst-case behavior. On the other hand, the former gives safe

upper bounds on a system’s worst-case behavior which can be however slightly pessimistic (includes

scenarios which wont happen in practice).

In [8] a formal analysis of the communication in a SDN utilizing OpenFlow protocol has been

proposed using the network calculus framework. This work models the behavior of an SDN switch

in terms of delay and queue length boundaries. Next it provides the analysis of the buffer length of

SDN controller and SDN switch by modeling them as single resources (network calculus servers).

The work has proved that indeed it is possible to provide a formal upper bound on the transmission

latencies in a SDN network.

In [98] authors proposed an alternative SDN analysis focusing on automotive Ethernet using the

Compositional Performance Analysis framework. Switches have been modeled considering their

internal structure (ports, multiple traffic queues etc.). Moreover, for both, SDN controller and SDN

agents, limited amount of processing resources (CPUs) has been assumed. Moreover, in contrast

to [8], for the worst-case timing derivation also latency of network re-configuration has been con-

sidered. This refer to temporal delay required by the SDN controller to reconfigure the network

by distributing new forwarding rules to individual switches and wait for their acknowledgment.
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Finally, overhead of introducing SDN has been evaluated, i.e., impact of SDN traffic on non-SDN

traffic.

Finally, some related research, e.g. [66], [111] considered using queueing theory for performance

evaluation. These methods, although useful for identifying bottlenecks, offer only probabilistic

performance guarantees given by queuing theory. Therefore, they are not capable of deriving worst-

case metrics required in real-time safety critical domains.

At the moment of writing there is no related research considering application of SDN in Networks-

On-Chip considering real-time objectives.

3.2.2 SDN mechanisms in NoCs

Existing NoC architectures, implementing the concept of SDN, concentrate on the reconfigura-

tion of independent NoC switches to optimize the average performance by adjusting the scheduling

arbitration during the runtime. Consequently, they offer no guarantees for the worst-case behavior.

In the following, the most significant contributions are described in detail.

In [22] authors present a software defined on-chip network (SDNoC) in which control logic is

software controlled, and applications are able to configure the network for improving the average

latencies. SDN agents in the proposed architecture of SDNoC are embedded within routers and

used to exchange control messages. Consequently, routers are significantly more complex than the

baseline implementation. The control capabilities include routing and link load. The former can

be used for application of fail-over mechanisms. These allow switching to a redundant or standby

hardware component upon the failure. SDNoC has no central management unit. Resource allo-

cation is done directly by sending applications by adjusting packets headers. However, this limits

the applicability in hard real-time domains, for instance no solutions for conflict resolving between

requests from different senders exists. In [87] authors present an evaluation of the SDNoC architec-

ture. - a NoC which is directly applying SDN principles for off-chip to on-chip interconnect. Con-

sequently, switches are enhanced with agents and configuration tables which decides about routing

whereas the controller is running on a selected network node. This however leads to significant

hardware overhead as router complexity increases with the number of senders and synchroniza-

tion scenarios. Finally, in [11] SDNoC is realized in form of a hybrid hardware/software approach.

Firstly, there is spatial isolation between control network and data network (physically separated).

Next, SDNoC is controlled by a centralized network manager (NM) which is running on a selected

NoC node in form of software library. Usage of the SDNoC allows to take advantage of the global

state for reduced buffering in the data layer.

There are significant differences between the solution which is proposed in this work and afore-

mentioned approaches. The majority of the related work applies a straightforward approach for

porting the off-chip SDN ideas and mechanisms to on-chip interconnect. Consequently, the SDN-

controller adjusts the settings of routers as it is done in the off-chip networks. This allows authors

to directly port the mechanisms but disregards the specifics of the on-chip interconnects. As dis-

cussed in [47] and [23] the constrains imposed on on-chip interconnect differ significantly from

off-chip networks. As a result, direct adoption of the principles from conventional SDN off-chip

network switch microarchitecture results in an overly complex design. Such NoCs increase not

only production costs (in terms of area and power) but even more importantly latencies of traffic
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(typically memory accesses). This results in significant performance drops, and therefore simpler

approach to on-chip networks is frequently considered, e.g., [47], [23], [37].

Consequently, contrary to the related architectures, the control layer proposed in this work con-

trols traffic at the source, i.e., checks the availability of the interconnect resources before the sender

can obtain physical access to the interconnect. Therefore, no router modifications are necessary

and agents can be implemented as a straightforward extension of the rate control mechanism avail-

able in many architectures. For implementation details please refer to Chapter 4. Moreover, the

described solution is from the beginning focused on providing worst-case guarantees for synchro-

nized senders. Currently, in the context of NoCs, client - server admission control schemes are only

applied to improve average latencies of synchronized transmissions by limiting the access rates to

the frequently requested peripherals such as DDR-SDRAM memories, e.g., [106], [50].

3.3 The Main Concepts of the Control Layer

In real-time systems using NoCs, synchronization between interfering transmissions can help

to run the network with significantly less resources and still be able to guarantee temporal prop-

erties of the system and, whenever required, its safety. This includes handling the effects of both

backpressure and head-of-line blocking in routers, where switch arbitration between packets/flits

is performed [50], [106]. In order to provide service guarantees, e.g., an upper bound on the worst-

case latencies or guaranteed throughput, the architecture must allow bounding direct and indirect

interference between interfering transmissions - transmissions which overlap in at least one router on

their path from source to destination and therefore are sharing NoC resources, i.e., link bandwidth

and/or buffers in routers. For doing so, applications are grouped in synchronization scenarios, i.e., sets

of senders which may mutually influence their execution times, e.g., through concurrent accesses

to shared interconnect resources. Assuring temporal guarantees for synchronization scenarios, i.e.,

offering a predictable NoC, requires reserving enough resources so that traffic requirements from all

senders are meet, cf. Chapter. 1.

For achieving this goal, it is required to start with decoupling of the admission control / QoS

configuration from system execution, using key principles of Software Defined Networks. This is

reflected by the architectural measures introduced by the proposed control layer. The existing NoC

is treated as a data layer (communication domain) responsible for switching of particular packets.

The control layer (model domain) responsible for a safe admission control is build on top of it. Admis-

sion control is understood as a validation process performed at runtime before a communication is

established (or its requirements are allowed to be changed) to see if current resources are sufficient

for the particular transmission. Consequently, the main functionality of the control layer encom-

passes model-based analysis methods which are used to establish the settings for monitoring and

isolation mechanisms. Both layers, the control and data layer, are coupled with a protocol based

synchronization, i.e., contracts, allowing resource reservations for senders.

In case of a switch-based interconnect, these reservations must include all routers on the end-

to-end path through the NoC which often have to encompass more than one network resource.

Consequently, for each interfering transmission one may define a virtual resource - set of real re-

sources belonging to different network components which must be selected and allocated to satisfy

its requirements. This is accomplished through connections managed by the introduced control
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layer, i.e., contract-based end-to-end resource reservations for a given sender-receiver pair on the

selected path with a selected QoS provisioning. The QoS provisioning defines the minimal set of

requested parameters of connections (reservations), namely at least the type and time response de-

pending on the particular synchronization scenario. In case of interfering transmissions, the latter

translates to the volume of data to be transmitted (e.g. MBs or GBs) or rate settings for traffic shapers

(rate limiters).

Connections for each synchronized sender must be negotiated and established dynamically at

runtime. The negotiation is based on the global state of the system, i.e., coordinated reservations. The

global state of the system is defined by the number of currently running applications and their current

requirements w.r.t. shared resources (Network-on-Chip). Note, that both aforementioned factors

can change during runtime depending on the dynamics of the system itself as well as the physical

environment in which system is used, e.g., situation on the road, cf. Chapter 1. An exemplary design

is shown in Fig. 3.12 whereas the control layer may be build from multiple analysis engines responsi-

ble for different aspects of resource allocation and admission control. The analysis can be done for

optimizing different systems aspects of system’s work (e.g. safety, security or performance) and pro-

vides an initial input to the model exploration module. Moreover, the analysis engines can assign

resources according to pre-defined and static allocation schemes (e.g. Time-Division Multiplexing)

as well as dyncamic and work conserving schedulers (e.g. round-robin, priority based policies or

even dynamic priority assignments). The model exploration component is optional and used to per-

form design-space exploration within the system model to find a feasible solution whenever the

requested contract can not be established as well to adjust system to unexpected events, e.g., ro-

bustness against faults of the components. Consequently, it introduces to a design, if necessary, full

adaptivity.

As the main goal of this work is to introduce a deterministic response time for the programs ex-

ecuted on the computer system, the main focus lies on the predictable resource allocation schemes

that are defined during the system design phase. Consequently, the main goals of the arbitration

enforced by the control layer for NoCs can be defined as follows:

avoiding contention in (NoC) buffers,

dividing bandwidth between interfering senders according to their requirements,

adjusting the settings during the runtime to cope with dynamics in the behavior.

The following details on how to safely adjust these models during runtime reacting to the chang-

ing global state of the system. In the majority of existing NoCs, predictable resource reservations are

controlled trough data layer introducing:

admission control done locally in nodes, e.g., traffic limiters, performance counters,

arbiters deciding about allocation of resources to streams in routers,

mixed-solution combining both aforementioned methods.

Summarizing, the behavioral model defined by connections for a particular sender on a particular

node is negotiated with the control layer and later enforced with the data layer using aforemen-

tioned mechanisms for predictable resource reservations.
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Figure 3.12: Model domain architecture for adaptive arbitration in a NoC.

Note, that the proposed scheme, based on decoupling of admission control from system execu-

tion, opens multiple implementation possibilities. Clearly, the data layer encompassing indepen-

dent, local resource schedulers must be implemented on each resource in the system which can be

accessed by more than one communication participant (application / processing node / tile). How-

ever, for the control layer there are several negotiation schemes possible since it is orthogonal to

the underlying system and may be implemented independently.

3.4 Overview of the Architecture

The dynamic QoS requires safe modification of resource allocation at runtime for adjusting the

QoS settings of the NoC to the changing, global state of the system. This requires the consideration

of the local state of the core (number and execution profile of currently active applications defining

core’s requirements w.r.t NoC) as well as to the global state of the NoC (number and profiles of active

interfering senders defining possible interference from interconnect). Although evaluation of the

former “on-core” factors can be done locally on the same node, information about the latter “off-

core” factors requires further, global synchronization done by the QoS control plane. The essence

of the centralized implementation of the QoS control plane is a resource management (RM) unit

and clients.

Figure 3.13 presents an overview of the architecture which, from technical perspective, introduces

connection oriented network services [97] adjusted for providing a predictable and safe behavior. In order
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Figure 3.13: New modules introduced by the control layer forming the session layer of NoC communication.

to use a connection-oriented network service, the communication participant (e.g. IP) must firstly

establish a connection
3
, as discussed in the previous Section, then use the resources and release at

the end.

In a SoC multiple senders often compete for the same resources. Resulting interference may en-

danger the real-time properties of the system and / or safety. This raises a need for an arbitration

unit which in a predictable and safe manner decides about an order and duration of connections

(transmissions). This is the main function of the Resource Manager (RM) - the scheduling unit

used for establishing and managing all aspects of connections. However, assuring the predictable

behavior of RM is not enough for providing temporal guarantees. Note that malfunctioning or ma-

licious senders may easily influence work or the RM. For instance, wrongly configured applications

could send too many requests delaying or blocking the work of the arbitration unit. They could also

wrongly/maliciously configure their connections, e.g., ask for too much resources (blocking other

senders) or occupy them for long period of time (or ever never releasing them).

Due to their importance, these problems must be addressed whenever temporal predictability is

required. Otherwise no real-time guarantees can be given. Moreover, it is enough that one from the

synchronized senders is malfunctioning and it may compromise the safety of whole system. This is

especially important in mixed-critical setups where integrated in a SoC applications and functions

may have different impact on safety and therefore require different certification efforts (e.g. ASIL

levels from ISO26262 [44]).

For dealing with these problems, we introduce clients - the admission control units (local super-

visors) running locally on each processing node in the NoC. Clients are responsible for: i) establish-

ing connections with RM (issuing correct messages to RM for appropriate actions of senders and

processing node); ii) preventing non-authorized accesses to the NoC iii) adjusting local admission

setting in NI, e.g., rate settings for rate limiters or MMU/MPU address translation tables, based

on the configuration messages from RM; iv) prevent non-authorized or too frequent accesses; v)

3
A circuit is another frequently used term for a connection with associated resources
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release the NoC resources (inform the RM whenever an application terminates); and vi) prevent un-

bounded NoC accesses - release the NoC resources (inform the RM whenever a connection takes to

long and/or terminate too long connections).

Figure 3.13 presents the client and RM, forming the session layer (in red color). The client modules

can be implemented as hardware extensions of the NI for high performance or as a software module

running on the IP core (however also in this case some extension of the NI could be necessary).

Similarly, RM can realized fully in hardware, i.e., as an independent HW IP connected to the NoC,

or as a software IP running on one of the nodes. The main advantages of the software realization

is flexibility. The complexity of both units depends on the complexity of selected synchronization

protocol and will be discussed in the next sections.

Separating the clients and RMs from software running on processing nodes is especially impor-

tant in safety-critical setups where NoC is treated as a shared resource. Recall, that in such setups

it is necessary to either certify the whole system (including all applications) to the highest relevant

safety level or decouple the resource arbitration from senders for providing sufficient indepen-

dence [44], [3]. As assuring adherence to standards is a costly and demanding process, the latter is

the preferred solution in majority of setups. This can be achieved through clients and RM which

can be certified/designed independently to the highest relevant safety level.

3.5 Synchronization with the Control Layer

In general, the process of global synchronization can be divided into the following phases: ini-
tialization, reservation, usage, release. Fig. 3.14 presents the method in using a motivational example:

the application (sender) issues a request to RM for providing access to a DDR-RAM. Firstly, the

client must detect the access to the Noc from application (IP) and block it until the connection

will be granted by RM. Next, the client must issue a request to the RM for establishing of a proper

connection, Fig. 3.14.a). After receiving, evaluating and processing of the request, the RM can grant

the access to the resource - DRR-SDRAM memory, Fig. 3.14.b). Upon arrival of the grant message

from the RM, the client unblocks the sender and the connection may become active, Fig. 3.14.c).

The Sender might have access to the resources for a predefined connection length (e.g. number of

issued packets or time), depending on the actual implementation. After the transmission finishes

or the connection length has been reached, the client must terminate the resources (and eventually

block the sender). This is done with the appropriate release message issued to the RM, Fig. 3.14.d).

The resources are considered to be free again after the release message has been processed by the

RM.

In the following of this section we will discuss the process of synchronization in detail. This

description will be used for presenting different versions of the protocol depending on the temporal

requirements of senders.

Fig. 3.15 provides a generalized version of the synchronization workflow. Note that the actual

steps and their details may vary according the selected protocol and implementation. In the figure,

a sender conducts an access to a virtual resource composed of two real hardware resources, i.e.,

connection (e.g. path through a NoC with a predefined QoS) and an exclusive access to a selected

hardware module (e.g. DDR-SDRAM controller). In order to satisfy this request, the RM firstly

conducts the evaluation of the available resources w.r.t. the global system state. This is done based
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Figure 3.14: New modules introduced by the control layer forming the session layer of NoC communication.

on the defined system model and selected arbitration policy. Next, it locks a hardware module for

the requesting sender and reconfigures the settings of the NoC (e.g. traffic shapers / rate limiters in

egress ports of other senders) for fulfilling the requested connection parameters. The main goal is

to assure that every requesting sender receives the maximum available service for the given state of

the system, as well as the transition between system states (i.e. mode changes) are safe and reliable,

i.e., avoid sporadic overloads. After transmission is finished resources must be once again released

for other senders. Note, that the complexity of the protocol, i.e., each of the reservation phases,

depends directly on the resource allocation scheme applied by the control layer (designer) as well
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Figure 3.15: Exemplary workflow of the control layer specifying synchronization phases.

as on the concrete architectural features of the selected, underlying system architecture.

The following sections will provide an overview of the necessary actions, covering all aspects

of these phases in the scope of conducted operations and participating elements of the system.

The detailed information about the possible implementation methods and required tools will be

provided in Chapter 4.

3.5.1 Phase One: Initialization

Firstly, the access from the synchronized sender must be detected and evaluated to provide in-

formation about the QoS requirements for the requested connection. Later, this information must

forwarded to the central scheduling unit - the Resource Manager.

The prerequisite is HW support for the admission control, i.e., NIs/Tiles should support at least

monitoring for rate control. This assumption is realistic as rate limiters are provided by the majority

(if not all) of contemporary MPSoCs, e.g., R-Car [83], Cell [79], KiloNoC [38], IDAMC [100], MPPA [26].

It is also supported by the considered baseline NoC architecture. The main difference w.r.t. existing

architectures is the need to re-configure the rate settings at runtime. These values are currently set

only once during the boot-up phase of the SoC or hard coded in the system settings. Consequently,

adjusting them at runtime may require an additional extension of the interface. An MMU or MPU

would be required if the NoC should provide fine granular protection, e.g., distinguish between

different address ranges. Both can be found in the majority of new controllers, such as the R-Car

from Renesans but also in the Cell processor. Therefore, the synchronization can be initiated by:

NI through monitors (Rate Ctrl + MPU/MMU) ,
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Tile with Rate Control (implemented in HW or OS-SW)

The accuracy/granularity of synchronization constitutes the main trade-off. In the first scenario, a

monitor in the NI can recognize only the addresses accessed by the tasks running on the tile. As a

result, distinguishing between specific senders may be difficult. Therefore, synchronization can be

applied either for the whole tile (e.g. monitoring of joint workload resulting from traffic initiate by

a group of tasks) or for the specific address ranges (whenever MPU/MMU protection is supported

by the NI). The second scenario considers setups where the tile provides additional support for

identifying senders and processing messages from RM. This could be done by extensions of SW

(e.g. dedicated syscalls) or HW (e.g. interrupts) IPs. At the cost of this additional resource overhead,

it is possible to identify specific tasks running on tile, or with even higher granularity, specific

actions conducted by tasks (e.g. concrete DMA transfers).

The logic responsible for synchronization with RM, which will be referred to in the following as

client, can be developed as SW or HW IP. The software deployment decreases the size of the NI. It

requires only an extra interface for programming rate limiters and MMU/MPU. On the other hand,

the HW implementation allows better performance.

Complexity and goals of clients depend on the resources which are available for implementation

as well as characteristics of the running senders and therefore vary between setups. Independently

from the method of deployment (HW or SW), the actions of the client are transparent to the sender.

3.5.2 Phase Two: Reservation

Each request, before it will be granted, must pass several processing steps defining the internal

working of the Resource Manager. These steps are presented in Fig. 3.16. Firstly, the new request

is evaluated with respect to the availability of resources depending on the current state of the NoC,

i.e., the number of running senders and conducted transmissions. Later, RM must check if the

requested connection can be realized in the current system configuration assuming the selected

arbitration method, i.e., conduct an admissibility test. For this purpose, the RM requires an up-to-

date model of the NoC and a set of rules - the arbitration policy. The former model provides a

description in the form of a data structures with information about resources, e.g. links and buffers

in NoC, their capacity and utilization. The main goal is to check which NoC resources are occupied

by senders and what are the QoS requirements of currently running transmissions. The arbitration

policy must decide about the order of allocation of requests. For instance, all requests can be treated

equally (round-robin policy) or a priority based preemptive or not-preemptive schedules can be used

as well as time-based allocations (e.g. time-division multiple accesses TDMA). Example of such is

synchronization of DMA transfers protecting locality of memory accesses demanding:

only one transmission from the synchronization scenario can be active at a time,

the change of an active transmission is possible only after the previous one has finished or it

is preempted due to a transmission request with a higher priority,

the RM must prevent starvation of requestors.

If there are enough resources to handle the request, the RM may allocate them to the requester and

notify the client (or sender) about the success. If this is not the case, the management unit may
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Figure 3.16: Steps required for the re-configuration of QoS control plane and its operations in NoC domain.

look for another possible setup/configuration, e.g., adjust properties of other clients so that the

requirements of all senders can be met. If reservation requests are provided with a priority-based

arbitration, then the RM must enforce the proper order of re-configurations during the allocation

phase. This can be done in both preemptive or non-preemptive manners. If the former method

is selected, RM can deprive senders with lower priorities from resources as soon as the hi-priority

request arrives. Notice, that this operation inherently causes the change of system mode and in

result may cause a sporadic overload situation which endanger system safety [74],[52]. For instance,

although RM may send a control message to block certain nodes, the flits/packets injected before

arrival of this message must still leave NoC and could possibly interfere with higher priority senders.

Therefore, designers must take such effects into account during the design of control layer protocol

and assure safe and efficient mode changes, for details refer to Sections 3.6 and Chapter 4. If a non

preemptive method is selected, the higher priority request must wait for ongoing lower priority

transmission to finish, but this blocking happens only once.

In situations when there are not enough NoC resources to handle the request, the RM may ac-

tively reject the transmission or inform the requester about the foreseen length of the blocking,

see Section 3.7. This allows building an interface between on-core and resource scheduling, e.g.,

on-core preemptions. Similarly, RM may re-order (or prioritize) requests basing on the properties

of resources which they are targeting, e.g., stateful nature of DDR-SDRAM scheduler. Details on the

interfaces to on-core and resources scheduler are provided in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. Finally, RM must

communicate its decisions (appropriate regulator settings) to all the involved senders/clients with

control messages.
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3.5.3 Phase Three: Usage

The resource usage starts after receiving the acknowledge for a request. Clients modify the reg-

ulator settings only after receiving the settings from the RM depending on the current system mode
communicated by the RM. Depending on the selected implementation the acknowledge may allow:

entire transmissions constructed from multiple packets for instance a DMA transfer.

accesses to the NoC with a pre-defined rate (settings for rate-controllers) for cache based traf-

fic.

The settings during the usage phase may change at runtime. Firstly, application may be blocked

to allow transmissions with higher priorities to progress with their execution. Secondly, the allowed

access rate may be increased or decreased depending on the global state of the system. In case of

cache lines, this effectively throttles (accelerates or slows down) on-core execution of senders.

Finally, for some applications the settings may be pre-defined (during the design phase) and

constant during the runtime, i.e., they stay for the whole execution duration in the usage phase.

For instance, the designer may decide to keep the rates for some applications on a constant level

(without endangering their deadlines) in some or all modes, in order to limit the number of neces-

sary synchronizations and re-configurations. Additionally, the fully dynamic reconfiguration may

be conducted only for selected senders or usage scenarios, e.g., fail-over recovery assigning more

bandwidth to a select sender or data flow in case of a need for re-transmission caused by a transient

error.

3.5.4 Phase Four: Release

The one of the most important advantages of the proposed resource allocation scheme is the fact

that resources can be released whenever they are not used by a sender. This allows to introduce

dynamics which improves not only the utilization of the system but also, even more importantly,

allows to reach better formal guarantees in the majority of setups.

The release method depends strictly on the requesting method and has similar advantages or

drawbacks. Apart from release being done at the end of transmission, e.g., signalized by the last

packet, flit or interrupt, the release may be enforced by monitor after a predefined timeout. This

is done for assuring a safe upper-bound on the resource usage sessions, i.e., avoid infinite accesses

which could be caused by malicious or malfunctioning applications.

3.5.5 Summary

The mechanism provides a QoS abstraction of the underlying NoC (data plane) allowing a path

oriented approach in which both the per-hop behaviors of routers and the end to end properties

of communication can be unified. This allows safe and efficient resource reservations but requires

knowledge about the global state of the system, i.e., number of simultaneously running senders,

their current state and QoS requirements which may change during runtime. Therefore, for es-

tablishing and adaptively managing connections, clients must negotiate reservations. This is done

through exchange of messages between nodes with interfering senders. These communication is
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forming a synchronization protocol allowing propagating information about the state of a connec-

tion as well as current QoS requirements for a particular sender. Note, that the latter parameter

can change dynamically and the contract based negotiation allows safely adjusting the QoS of the

platform.

Several negotiation schemes are possible with two pre-dominant patterns: direct communi-

cation between clients or communication through a single scheduling unit (Resource Manager).

This problem translates to the classic synchronization dilemma differentiating between central-

ized and decentralized resource assignment scheme. Trade-offs between both approaches are well

researched and described in the existing literature, e.g., [48], [72], [9]. Application of one from these

schemes is usually setup dependent and influenced by the number of synchronized senders, their

mapping, parameters of the transmissions (length, duration etc.) as well as concrete architecture

(e.g. propagation latency of the single control message). In the next section, a couple of exem-

plary resource arbitration protocols will be used to familiarize the reader with the mechanism and

present the possible trade-offs.

However, the main advantage of the mechanism, common to both the synchronization schemes,

is that it makes the QoS functions in the routers oblivious for achieving the real-time and safety

guarantees. The admission control and adaptive management of NoC state is fully controlled by

the introduced QoS control plane making the system potentially more efficient. This allows to

adaptively optimize the arbitration to the changing global state of the system for accommodating

arriving workloads as well as reacting to possible errors.

3.6 Resource Arbitration with Control Layer

One of the most significant competitive advantages resulting from the decoupling of the admis-

sion control from the underlying NoC infrastructure is the wide spectrum of the resource arbiters

(allocation schemes) which can be implemented with the control layer. The control layer may im-

plement non-work conserving (e.g. time-division multiplexing) as well as work-conserving arbiters

(e.g. round-robin arbitration) covering the majority of the sharing schemes known from the liter-

ature e.g. [63], [84]. The proposed method may also introduce different priorities for independent

critical senders depending on their requirements w.r.t. the NoC resources (static priority preemp-

tive or priority-based non-preemptive allocation schemes) as well as to release the resources for

best-effort senders in mixed-critical setups. Additionally, the arbitration can be done at different

levels of granularity, cf. Section 3.1.3. It can be applied on the transmission basis, e.g., bulk DMA

transfers build from multiple packets, or at the task level, e.g., on-core activations of tasks deciding

about the traffic control settings for cachelines on a particular node. Moreover, the control layer

can apply different isolation techniques to achieve the aforementioned goals, i.e., temporal isolation

where paths through network are statically assigned to senders and access are controlled in time as

well as spatial allocation paths for a single sender can change during the runtime.

This flexibility allows the designer to extend the capabilities of a selected NoC-based platform

without the need for modifications of routers. For instance, the introduced solution permits im-

plementation of a TDM-based arbitration on top of a NoC with the performance oriented arbiters in

routers such as iSLIP arbiter [70]. Consequently, the control layer permits increasing the spectrum

of system applications, e.g., adjusting it for providing guarantees in real-time domains, without
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need for re-design or costly hardware extensions.

In the following chapters the main focus will be placed on the centralized implementation of

the control layer. Although a centralized single point of synchronization through a single RM unit

may seem to be a performance bottleneck, it has also significant advantages when it comes to safety

and formal verification in case of SDNs, see [98]. Firstly, it allows to simplify the synchronization

protocol, e.g., (rapid) spanning tree protocol or shortest path bridging. On the contrary, in case of

decentralized system a lengthy and complex protocols for assuring system coherence are frequently

needed. Indeed assuring that all senders agree on the global state of the network before they can

take actions, increases complexity and volume of communication. Moreover, simpler clients and

RM decrease the costs of verification and certification what plays critical role in many real-time

applications from e.g. avionic and automotive domains. However, this applies only to setups which

do not require a complicated controller, as mentioned above.

This section presents multiple examples of synchronization protocol for supporting different

allocation schemes with the control layer. Note that, the protocols are adjusted so that they may

support sharing of the same VC between transmissions also from senders with different criticality

levels while preserving service guarantees. This can be used to decrease the number of required

VCs in a system or to increase the number of hosted applications. The majority of the proposed

protocols derives their efficiency from work-conserving scheduling which tires to keep interconnect

resources busy for a maximum period of time.

3.6.1 Time-Driven Scheduling

Static isolation is a popular method for managing contention in a NoC. It allows through time

slot assignment providing service guarantees independent from other tasks, cf. [63], [84]. Conse-

quently, each task can occupy the interconnect for a given, pre-defined amount of time. After fully

using its time budget, the sender must release the resource and allow the next task to proceed with

transmission. The budgets are replenished in cyclic order. The proposed control layer can im-

plement both popular variants of time-driven scheduling: time-division multiple access (TDMA) and

round robin (RR).

Time-Division Multiple Access

As discussed in Chapter 2 the time-division multiplexing (TDM) approach constitutes the com-

monly applied solution for real-time systems and is a dominant standard in the avionic domain.

According to this scheme each application is granted a dedicated time slot during which it acquires

exclusive access to the interconnect. Transmissions are performed in a cyclic, static order forming

a TDM cycle. Consequently, the designer may enforce full temporal isolation between independent

transmissions, i.e., guarantees for running applications are independent from activities of other

senders running in the system.

Fig. 3.17 presents the workflow of such a solution. In the considered example, two senders (A and B)

form a TDM-cycle in which they acquire access to the NoC alternately. The RM sends the messages

- gntMsg- granting access for a selected core for a predefined amount of time
4

- its time slot (slots

4
Note that NIs must have ability to measure time (e.g. time window for rate limiters). However, also a setup is possible

where only RM has timer. In this case, RM must firstly block/preempt currently ongoing transmission from the
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Figure 3.17: Workflow of the TDM-cyclus enforced using RM in a NoC with protocol overhead (rm proc) and

durations of two different transmission (trans).

S1-S8). The time necessary for the RM to generate the message and its propagation latency in the

NoC constitute the overhead of the scheme, when compared to the traditional TDM deployments

done in hardware.

However, the main advantage of the proposed solution is constituted by its applicability to the

majority of commercially available NoCs, such as MPPA or Tile64. The proposed RM-based TDM

admission control can be introduced “on-top” of existing, commonly used wormhole-switched

NoCs with multistage arbitration. On the contrary, existing NoCs supporting time driven schedul-

ing require custom, and frequently complex, router architectures, e.g., PhaseNoC [80], SurfNoC [108],

Aethereal [37]. Please, refer to Chapter 2 for detailed discussion. Moreover, TDM scheme when im-

plemented with the control layer can be flexible and easily extended to incorporate elements of

round-robin work-conserving scheduling. In the following we show some examples for possible

improvements based on [55].

Round-Robin Based Performance Optimized Arbitration

Although TDM-based static resource allocation scheme allows an easy implementation and pro-

vides timing guarantees, it also results in average latencies which are very close to the worst case even

when the system is not highly loaded [39]. This is mainly due to the traffic from general-purpose

applications that hardly ever follows a constant, predictable pattern assumed by TDM schemes.

The RM-based control layer helps to overcome this challenge through an implementation of

the selected round-robin based resource allocation scheme, well known from the real-time liter-

ature [63]. The description of possible protocols extension and its working is based on [56], [57].

Similar to TDM-based solutions, the interconnect is considered to be the global resource shared in

time. The transmissions are granted in the cyclic-repetitive order as in case of TDM. However, the

slots of not active senders can be released (re-allocated) to faster serve pending requests from active

senders, i.e., therefore introduced arbitration policy is work conserving. Therefore, the proposed

architecture introduces work-conserving arbitration. A round-robin scheduler avoids unnecessary

idle times and offers a more compact schedule, i.e., it tries to keep the NoC resources busy whenever

there are ready pending transmissions. Consequently, round-robin based control layer allows im-

proved average performance without decreased safety guarantees, i.e., it offers the same worst-case

previous slot and later send gntMsg, as described in the Sections.
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clnt_req() 
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rm_proc() 
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rm_rel() 

reqMsg ackMsg relMsg 

execution 

Figure 3.18: Workflow of the RR-based admission control in a NoC implemented with the control layer.

performance/guarantees as TDM.

Workflow The communication protocol for round-robin based allocation of resources is realized

using three control messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release) and ackMsg (acknowledge), cf. the

workflow in Fig. 3.18. The corresponding client sends a request message to the RM (clnt_req()). The

RM is equipped with a queue for storing pending requests from clients. If the queue is empty, the

RM must wait for a new request to arrive. Otherwise, the scheduler decides about which request

from the queue should be served first (rm_proc()). The access are granted in the predefined cyclic

order but unused slots (for which there are no pending requests) are skipped. After that, the RM
must notify the selected sender for service with the ackMsg. After receiving the ackMsg, the commu-

nication may start (clnt_strt()). Once granted, the connection holds until the end of the transmission

or the abortion through the client based on a predefined timeout used to prevent unbounded con-

nection times. When the client detects the end of the transmission (e.g. based on its time-budget

or injection of the last flit) it issues a relMsg to the RM (clnt_rel()). As soon as the relMsg arrives, the

RM considers the resource to be free again (rm_rel()).
RR-based Control Layer vs TDM The proposed solution allows to overcome the main drawbacks

of the TDM based arbitration. Firstly, the introduced control layer decreases average latencies, i.e.,

temporal overprovisioning, of the applications which are not optimized w.r.t. the TDM-cycle due

to the work-conserving arbitration. As presented in Fig. 3.19.a) , in a system with a TDM based

arbitration, whenever tasks expose dynamics in their behavior, e.g., even with a small jitter, trans-

missions are blocked and their execution is delayed for the duration of a whole TDM cycle. On

the contrary, when RR-based arbitration and control layer are applied, the transmissions can be

scheduled whenever the NoC is free, see Fig. 3.19.b). This is due to the introduced work-conserving

arbiter which tries to process the requests as soon as they arrive. Consequently, the control layer

significantly improves the average latencies especially in systems which are not fully loaded/uti-

lized. Consequently, the arbitration of big scenarios with multiple senders exposing dynamics in

their activation patterns (e.g. modes of work, interrupt signals) is done without the need for com-

plex and hard to maintain TDM-cycles. Additionally, the proposed mechanism allows to maintain

the locality of memory accesses [77] through the isolation of a whole transmission. This improves

performance and decreases power consumption of DRAM memory modules which constitute the

most common hot-module in MPSoCs.

Secondly, the proposed solution allows to compact the access schedule for the interconnect.

Whenever the interconnect is not heavily loaded, see Figure 3.20 the unused slots can be omitted

(re-allocated) for pending requests. This is especially useful for longer transmissions composed of

multiple packets, e.g., DMA transfers which can progress faster on average without idling between
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Figure 3.19: Incorporation of dynamics in activation patterns in a system with a) TDM-based arbitration and

b) RR-based control layer.
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Figure 3.20: Blocking w.r.t to the actual load of the system for a) TDM-based arbitration and b) RR-based

control layer.

consecutive TDM cycles.

3.6.2 Static Priority Based Arbitration

This section presents an alternative approach in which control layer is adjusted for providing

efficient and safe guarantees in mixed-critical real-time systems based on [58]. For this purpose,

RM conducts a global, priority based scheduling.

The synchronization between clients and resource managers is accomplished using five control

messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release), ackMsg (acknowledge), blckMsg (preempt communica-

tion) and resMsg (resume communication). The workflow is depicted in Figure 3.21.

Clients issue request message clnt_req whenever supervised sender are trying to access resources.

If there is no pending request, RM must wait for a new request to arrive. If a request cannot be

granted, due to an ongoing higher-priority transmission, it is stored in a request-queue. When

the resource is free again and the request-queue is not empty, RM selects the request mi with the

highest priority. RM notifies the appropriate client with the ackMsg which unblocks the granted

transmission mi. If a resource is occupied, i.e., there is an ongoing transmission, RM must moni-

tor all arriving requests and compare their priorities against the priority of the currently ongoing

transmission. The comparison and monitoring is done in the arrival order. If the priority of the

request is lower than the priority of the ongoing transmission it is stored in the queue, otherwise

RM conducts a preemption. In order to preempt an ongoing transmission, the RM sends a blckMsg
message to the client supervising it. Preemptions may be nested, i.e., transmissions which previ-

ously preempted an ongoing transmission can also be preempted. Therefore, a RM must store

information about ongoing and preempted transmissions. Moreover, RM sends the ackMsg with

a delay to ensure that packets from previously ongoing transmission have definitely left the NoC,

i.e., provide logical isolation. After receiving the blckMsg, client blocks the next packet from the on-

going transmission as soon as possible. The preemption is performed at the packet level. Because
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Figure 3.21: Workflow of the SPP-based synchronization protocol in a NoC utilizing the control layer.

preemptions are happening on the same VC, the flit level is unacceptable due to the properties of

the wormhole routing (cf. [23]). Higher preemption granularity, e.g. multiple packets to ensure

the locality of a transmission, is also possible after accounting for an additional latency. When the

client detects the end of a transmission (e.g. based on its time-budget/timeout or injection of the

last flit), it issues a relMsg to the appropriate RM. As soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM considers

the resource to be free again. If there is a pending preempted transmission with lower priority,

RM resumes its execution after sending a resMsg to the appropriate client. Otherwise, a new re-

quest is selected from the queue. As soon as the resMsg arrives, the client unblocks corresponding

preempted transmissions.

RM-based SPP vs SoA Solutions. As discussed in Chapter 2 traffic prioritization offers an alter-

native towards synchronizing transmissions in Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) [18],[43]. The main disad-

vantage of this scheme is high resource demand, i.e., streams of different priorities must be isolated

in different traffic queues. Consequently, the number of VCs must be equal to the number of crit-

icality levels in the system and therefore must increase accordingly. The constant increase in the

number of applications integrated into a single chip, e.g., Flight Management System [31], requires

the number of VCs to be equal to the number of criticality levels and to increase accordingly, oth-

erwise the system is not predictable [36]. The proposed scheme based on the control layer allows

efficient sharing of the same buffer queues in routers by streams in mixed-criticality systems.

Additionally, formal verification of priority based routers can be complex especially in case when

backpreassure effects (see Chapters 1 and 2) could lead to the propagation of blocking and cyclic

dependencies between streams. The control layer avoids this problems using the global arbitration

scheme. The blocking is moved from the NoC to the cores, therefore i) it is possible to significantly

reduce the size of buffers [58] ii) one could re-use the blocking time on-core for execution of other
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tasks, what is is in detail descried in Section 3.7. Control layer allows also to guarantee locality of

memory accesses what is not possible in case of priority based scheduling in routers.

3.6.3 Dynamic Priority Based Arbitration

The strict priority-based scheduling done locally in routers decreases the performance of best

effort senders. These receive usually lowest possible priority [28],[58] and are scheduled only when

there is no other pending transmission. Consequently, they suffer from high latencies and jitter.

Slack-based resource allocation is a well known solution from the scheduling theory [63], [24] to

this integration challenge, providing high performance for best-effort and soft-real time applica-

tions without violating the timing constraints of hard real-time applications. According to this

approach, BEs and SRTTs are scheduled whenever the execution of HRTTs can be safely postponed

without causing missed deadlines. This is possible whenever a slack is available, which is the time

budget between the worst-case response time of a hard-real time application and its deadline. Ap-

plying this principle to NoC significantly increases the performance of soft real-time and best effort

data streams which is particularly useful for general-purpose latency sensitive applications running

on processors with caches [104, 101, 105].

This section proposes an extension of the previously introduced priority-based protocol for the

control layer. The description is based on [49]. Consequently, this approach allows RM to safely

delay the execution of HRTTs, whenever it is possible, in order to improve the performance of

SRTTs.

A prerequisite is offline computation of time budget for each HRTT a called slack (see Chapter

4, Section 4.1.1), which defines the maximum delay an HRTT can experience without endangering

its deadline. Later, the RM monitors the slack budgets of currently ongoing HRTTs and dynamically

adjusts the priority of SRTTs accordingly. SRTTs get the highest priority whenever there is an

available slack and the lowest priority whenever there is no slack. Note that delaying the execution of

an HRTT with the highest priority also delays all currently preempted HRTTs with a lower priority.

Therefore, this delay can only occur if enough time (i.e slack) is available for all HRTTs to meet their

deadlines.

Workflow The implementation of arbitration based on dynamic priorities is realized using five

control messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release), ackMsg (acknowledge), preMsg (preempt) and

resMsg (resume). Upon its arrival a request message (reqMsg the RM, each request is classified as

SRTT or HRTT and stored in the appropriate queue. FIFO is used for SRTTs and a priority queue

for HRTTs. As described previously, the RM monitors all HRTTs and keeps track of the amount of

available slack. When an SRTT is granted access to the NoC, the RM decrements in real time the

slack budgets of all active pending HRTTs, i.e., it considers all requests in the HRTT queue. The

slack budget is renewed at each request arrival (reqMsg) from an HRTT. If there are no pending

SRTTs or the slack budget of at least one HRTT has been exhausted, HRTTs transmissions regain

access to the NoC and are scheduled according to the standard static priority preemptive (SPP) pol-

icy. Note that, when SRTTs have access to the NoC, the RM must release the resource early enough

to guarantee that HRTTs start on time (i.e. not after the slack budget has been consumed). When the

NoC is free, the RM notifies the appropriate client with an ackMsg for the pending transmission to

start sending data. If the NoC is occupied and the RM receives a new request with a higher priority,
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Figure 3.22: Comparison between SPP and slack-based resource allocation in NoCs.

the RM must preempt the currently ongoing transmission. The preemption is realized in the same

manner as in case of the protocol for arbitration with static priorities, i.e., preMsg for blocking the

client and resMsg for resuming it. Recall, the high-priority sender must start its transmission with

a delay (by ackMsg) to ensure that packets from previously ongoing transmission are not present in

the NoC. Finished transmissions are confirmed by clients through sending the relMsg to the RM

which removes the corresponding request from the head of the queue. Next, if there is a pending

preempted transmission with a lower priority, the RM resumes its execution after sending a resMsg
to the appropriate client. Otherwise, a new request is scheduled.

Comparison against SoA Only few existing works, e.g. Backsuction mechanism [28, 101, 105],

have considered using slack-based resource allocation in the context of NoCs by applying, locally in

routers, dynamic prioritization for different virtual channels. However, the main drawback is the

high hardware overhead resulting from a custom router design and the high number of virtual chan-

nels (i.e. required buffers) corresponding to the number of priority levels in the system. Moreover,

these solutions drastically increase NoC complexity as they require to propagate the global state

of the NoC to the local arbiters in routers. This is in conflict with the principle of non-blocking

routers which requires no correlation between local arbiters and thereby increases the complexity

of the worst-case timing analysis.

Consider the example depicted in Figure 3.22, a NoC shared between a set of HRTTs and SRTTs.

It constitutes a mixed-critical system where each HRTT has a unique static priority (assigned for in-

stance according to a rate-monotonic scheme) and remaining SRTTs have the same lowest priority.

Figure 3.22-(a) illustrates the evolution over time of transmissions in a real-time NoC using a static

priority preemptive (SPP) policy [18],[43].
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RM permits to safely delay the execution of HRTTs, whenever it is possible, in order to improve

the performance of SRTTs.
5

SRTTs get the highest priority whenever there is an available slack and

the lowest priority whenever there is no slack. Note that delaying the execution of an HRTT with

the highest priority also delays all currently preempted HRTTs with a lower priority. Therefore, this

delay can only occur if enough time (i.e. slack) is available for all HRTTs to meet their deadlines.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.22-(b), where HRTTs are postponed, to allow SRTTs to start earlier.

Consequently, the introduced control layer manages to drastically reduce the latencies of SRTTs,

compared to Figure 3.22-(a), without endangering the deadlines of HRTTs.

Finally, this complex scheduling does not requires custom router design. Indeed, the proposed

solution can be applied on-top of simpler routers e.g. in performance optimized NoCs.

3.6.4 Adaptive path allocation

In the majority of existing NoCs guarantees for safety critical (SC) senders are achieved at the cost

of decreased BE performance. To assure predictability, designers apply static resource allocation

schemes - oblivious routing - where communication paths are solely defined by source and desti-

nation and do not change during runtime, see Chapter 2. This results in known, well defined sets of

interfering senders and allows the implementation of the strict spatial separation (BE do not share

paths with SC) or temporal isolation (BE are blocked whenever SC are sending) for providing guar-

antees. However, such static path allocation scheme significantly decreases hardware utilization

and performance. Indeed, if oblivious routing is applied, non- uniform traffic patterns can induce

large load misbalances giving suboptimal throughput [23], thus resulting in the overly pessimistic

worst-case guarantees for SC and unfulfilled design requirements for BE senders [106].

In order to fully exploit the multidimensionality of a NoC’s topology, this section introduces a

protocol for the operation of control layer which applies different path allocation methods, i.e., tax-

onomies, depending on sender’s criticality. The description is based on [51], [54]. For handling SC

traffic control layer applies oblivious routing (static path allocation) whereas BE traffic will use mul-

tiple paths from the source to destination - an adaptive load distribution. Whenever NoC resources

are not used, BE traffic is allowed to use the shortest (optimal) path to its destination, even if it over-

laps with links used by critical senders. Upon activation of the SC sender, the control layer releases

NoC resources by redirecting the BE transmissions to an alternative route, i.e., BE senders use de-

toured paths (non-optimal) only when critical senders are actively using resources. This reduces

the impact of SC transmissions on the average BE performance and allows gradual degradation of

service i.e. instead of experiencing full blocking BE senders experience slightly higher latencies on

the detoured path for some packets and consequently lower average latencies.

Workflow Ensuring worst-case guarantees requires:

to identify interfering senders and

to provide temporal synchronization of concurrent transmissions.

The former can be achieved by statically assigning a set of paths for each BE application with one of

available allocation methods, i.e., the set of possible paths for a BE sender does not change during

5
Recall that frequently in real-time systems systems, SRTTs can progress through the NoC only when HRTTs are not

sending data, therefore they are often unnecessarily delayed. HRTTs are scheduled as soon as they arrive, although

they usually do not profit from faster execution as long as they are guaranteed to finish before their deadline.
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Figure 3.23: An exemplary setup detailing possibilities of spatial isolation in a NoC.

runtime. In principle there are no limitations in alternative route selection, besides the rule that if

a link in the path is shared with a SC sender, this sender must be capable of accepting the protocol

overhead, what will be discussed later in this section. However, if all detoured paths are shared with

SCs and all SCs are active then the BE sender will be blocked similarly to temporal isolation. The

latter condition is achieved through decoupling admission (the control layer) and flow control (the

data layer) in the NoC.

Upon beginning and termination of a transmission from SC sender, RM sends control messages

to all interfering with him BEs: actMsg (SC activation), relMsg (SC release). These messages propagate

the global NoC state defined by the currently active SC applications and determine the paths for the

BE senders, i.e., after receiving these messages, appropriate paths used by SC are blocked or released

for BE transmissions. After each mode change, the BE sender must use the shortest path available

for it - a path without any active SC sender. Finally, to preserve predictability (i.e. isolation) of SC

senders, RM must account for the delay resulting from time necessary to deliver control messages

to BE senders and for the packets from BE transmissions to leave the interconnect on the selected

path. This overhead is acceptable due to the slack of SC senders which is the time budget between

the worst-case transmission latency and its deadline. This allows a trade-off analysis providing

estimation of the overhead resulting from the global arbitration, see Chapter 4.

Comparison against static routing. The main advantage offered by the solution is the work-

conserving resource allocation scheme allowing improved average performance of the best effort

senders. Consider an exemplary setup with the mixed-critical workload presented in Figure 3.23.

As path sharing between BE and SC may endanger the latter, the traditional safety approach would

require traffic from application AppC to take the longest path (path 3). Consequently, AppC will not

share any resources (links, buffers) with SC sender and spatial isolation will be achieved. However,

this decreases its average performance. It must constantly follow the longer route even when SC

senders are not active.

When control layer is applied, clients intercept transmission requests from SC senders (e.g. Ether-

net ETH0 and AppA) and enforce paths for BE senders accordingly (e.g. AppC) based on the received

control messages, i.e., currently active SC senders. Consequently, if the NoC is free, the BE sender

(AppC) is allowed to use the shortest path (Path0) towards DRAM. Upon activation of critical sender

ETH0 (arrival of Ethernet frame) RM is sending the control messages (ackMsg) to all BE applications

sharing resources (links and buffers) with AppC. After receiving this message BE sender must redi-

rect its traffic to the longer, detoured path (Path 1). If the second critical sender (AppA sending to
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Figure 3.24: A schematic description of the traffic injection rate for a given application. The rate varies ac-

cording to the system mode.
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Figure 3.25: Workflow of an rate control mechanism synchronization with the RM.

AppB) is activated the procedure repeats and AppC must take the longest path (Path2). The paths are

occupied by the SC sender until the end of the transmission/task execution or an abortion by the

supervisor based on a predefined timeout. When the supervisor detects the end of a SC transmis-

sion (e.g. based on its time budget or injection of the last flit), it directs the relMsg to involved BE

senders. As soon as Path0 is free, AppC is allowed to use it once again. As illustrated in Figure 3.23,

thus allows the detoured transmissions to progress faster using the free hardware resources (links

and buffers), instead of experiencing full blocking by exploiting the NoC’s dimensionality.

3.6.5 Adaptive Rate Control

As described in Chapter 2, traffic shaping using rate control is a well known method for achieving

quality-of-service in real-time systems. The goal of this approach is to bound/enforce NoC access

patterns and therefore interference which must be resolved through arbiters in NoC routers. The

description is based on [53].

As in previously described protocols, tasks / applications must inform RM whenever they are acti-

vated or terminated on processing nodes. Using this information, the RM may decrease or increase

the injection rates for a particular node, as depicted in Figure 3.24, dynamically depending on the

current system mode. Each mode is defined by the number of currently active applications, and de-

termines the minimum time separating every two transmissions issued from the same application.

Workflow The communication is realized with four control messages, see Figure 3.25: activation

(actMsg), termination (terMsg), stop (stopMsg) and configuration (confMsg).

Firstly, the corresponding client sends an activation message to the RM for the activated task on a

processing node. The activation and termination messages are processed by the RM in their arrival

order. Each of them initiate the transition of the system to a different mode. In order to ensure pre-
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dictability, these transitions are done sequentially, i.e., the new one may start only after the previous

re-configuration is fully completed. Additionally, the RM must assure that the transition between

modes is safe. Therefore, before changing the rates, the RM sends to the clients supervising ac-

tive applications, a stop message (stopMsg) to block all accesses to the NoC from the corresponding

node. Clients then waits for the confMsg communicating the current system mode. Consequently,

the RM sends confMsg with a delay to ensure that packets from previously ongoing transmissions

have left the NoC, i.e., provide logical isolation. After receiving the confMsg, clients adjust the rate

and unblock transmissions. Additionally, confMsg initiates activated applications (ones which just

issued actMsg) which can then use the NoC.

Comparison with rate control done locally in nodes. The major drawback of the traditional ap-

proach for rate control is that the rates are adjusted statically according to the worst-case scenario,

i.e., assuming that all senders are running simultaneously with maximum possible transmission

arrival rates. Therefore, this approach is not work conserving and sacrifices the interconnect uti-

lization whenever senders expose dynamics in the execution time, release jitter or communication

volume and the system is not highly loaded. Note that performance penalty increases along with

the complexity and inherent dynamics – as in the case of the TDM-based arbitration.

RM may decrease or increase injection rates for a particular node dynamically depending on the

number of concurrently active applications. The mechanism is capable of enforcing symmetric and

non-symmetric guarantees. Consequently, it allows to enforce behavioral models for different data

streams as well as to adapt at runtime to the currently active NoC load. The proposed approach

allows to decrease both temporal and hardware overhead while significantly improving the overall

performance of the system and meeting the strict timing constraints.

3.7 Interface Between Cores and NoC

The client forms an interface between the on-core execution of tasks and applications and their

accesses to NoC. Therefore, its actions can be divided into a) control of interference which a Tile may

exert on the NoC b) provide Tile with information about the status of the NoC, i.e., if this resource

is busy or free for accommodating the new incoming traffic. The following subsections describe

these main functions in detail.

3.7.1 Resource Control in NI

Because on each core there may be multiple senders requiring different connection settings,

client must be capable of distinguish between them. Consequently, connections must be described

accurately in terms of specific parameters that can be negotiated, e.g., senderId, route (path) through

the network, settings of rate limiters and access right (e.g. read/write transactions). Typically, the

sender should produce a flow specification proposing the parameters it would like to use. However,

in the considered context of the real-time and safety critical systems the characteristic of applica-

tions with real-time and safety requirements is usually known beforehand and thoroughly tested,

cf. Section 3.1.3. This settings are determined during the design phase and encoded/programmed

at the chip startup (bootup) in real-time and safety mechanisms. An example of such mechanism

are address translation tables and rate limiters which are extending the features of the NI from the
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Figure 3.26: Synchronization data for client stored in address translation tables for address mapped NI.

baseline architecture.

Therefore, implementation of client can follow as an extension of these mechanisms. An exem-

plary client deployment is presented in Figure 3.26. It follows in a system with a memory mapped

NoC, where NI introduces transparent address translation, where local (for processing node) phys-

ical address is converted into a remote address (on another processing core) and forwarded using

NoC. Consequently, senders which are executed do not require any knowledge about the operation

of the interconnect. The actual translation (including proper NoC addressing) is done by the con-

figurable address translation module in the NI. This module is equipped with tables containing

information about route and destination (remote address). Implementation of the client is done

through straightforward extension of the mechanism. Firstly, the new column is added to assess if

the synchronization with RM is necessary. Later, information must contain sender ID for identifi-

cation of the synchronization scenario (assuming multiple of them). Finally, QoS settings are stored

as number of packets per base time period. Note, that the last field can be omitted at the cost of the

higher protocol overhead, i.e., control messages may contain settings but they will be longer.

3.7.2 NoC Support for Suspensions

In the majority of safety critical systems, suspension-based locking protocols, e.g., MPCP, OMLP,

FMLP, are used to efficiently and safely coordinate accesses to shared resources. However, exist-

ing architectures do not support such arbitration for Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) although they must

resolve conflicts between concurrent transmissions. Enabling suspension-based locking for appli-

cations using interconnect resources requires not only predictable latencies of resource operations,

e.g., transmission times, but also providing feedback about the global state of the interconnect. This
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Figure 3.27: Example: Effects of conflicting accesses to the NoC resources from tasks running on different

cores in a system with and without support for suspensions.

is relatively simple in classic bus-based architectures, where senders can directly receive feedback

about the occupancy of the interconnect from the bus controller using control lines. However,

existing Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) do not provide such information, although they must resolve

conflicts between concurrent transmissions.

Indeed, in the majority of NoCs the arbitration between transmissions is done independently

and locally in each router. Consequently, the state of the interconnect is unknown to the on-core

scheduler during runtime, i.e., it assumes the NoC is always ready. Whenever a task accesses the

NoC, its processor is stalled (e.g. busy waiting) for the entire duration of a transmission including

blocking from other senders. This leads to i) a decreased processor utilization and ii) overly pes-

simistic worst-case guarantees as the network blocking propagates to the cores affecting the timing

of other (low priority) tasks.

Existing real-time NoCs e.g. [37, 91, 56] can provide an upper bound on the transmission latencies

using Quality-of-Service (QoS) mechanisms, such as TDM or dynamic prioritization. However, the

decreased processor utilization resulting from the lack of feedback about the state of the intercon-

nect has not been considered until now in the design of on-chip communications.

In commonly used wormhole-switched NoCs with the multi-stage arbitration, ongoing transmis-

sions compete for output ports (link bandwidth) and virtual channels (buffer space). As the arbitra-

tion between interfering streams is conducted independently and locally in routers, each network’s

node has only information about the local status e.g. information from the flow-control mecha-

nism about the state of the buffers in the neighboring router (back-pressure). Consequently, along

with the progress of the transmission through the interconnect it must acquire several resources

with independent arbiters and the information about the state of the NoC is unavailable. Because

of that, some interference cannot be resolved locally by the router’s arbiter and requires input from

the adjacent neighbors e.g. a joint allocation of the crossbar switch and the router output due to a

possible lack of buffers at the output (input-buffered router). Consequently for the on-core sender

the state of the transmission in unknown during the execution e.g. its stalling the core during the

blocking.

An exemplary scenario is depicted in Fig 3.27.a) where three tasks (App1-3) on two cores (CoreA
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Figure 3.28: Workflow of the RM-based admission control in a NoC without and with the support for

suspension-based locking of inter- connect resources.

and CoreB) share the path in a NoC with priority-based arbitration between VCs e.g. [18]. The

application’s number denotes its priority, i.e. App1 has the highest priority and App3 the lowest.

App1 conducts its transmission as first. Next, App2 is activated and blocks (i.e. preempts) App3.

App2 initiates its transmission but it is blocked in the routers as its transmission’s inherited priority

is lower than the priority of the transmission from App1. As App2 does not know how long the

blocking will take it is stalling the core, thus App3 is also blocked and can resume its execution only

when both App1 and App2 finished their transmissions.

An alternative, and desired, solution is suspension-based locking which allows to suspend an

active application, i.e., App2, waiting for a resource to let other (ready) applications, such as App3,

execute even if they have a lower priority, see Fig. 3.27.b). Therefore, the blocking time of App2

remains unchanged but is moved from the NoC to the core, which allows to re-use the waiting/stall

time to increase performance and improve guarantees for other tasks. This requires the feedback

on the state of the NoC resources (e.g. number of currently active senders and duration of their

transmissions) which is not supported by the majority of existing NoC architectures, cf. Chapter 2.

3.7.3 Control Layer Support for Suspensions during NoC Accesses

This section presents a straight forward extension of the control layer protocol which allows to or-

chestrate both computation and communication in real-time multicores by supporting suspension-

based locking for transmissions from tasks sharing the NoC i.e. accesses to NoC resources.

Supporting the suspension based mechanism requires the extension of the synchronization pro-

tocol. The description of this extension is based on [59]. Consider the same example as previously.

Figure 3.28-(a) illustrates the evolution over time of the task execution when the control layer is ap-

plied to arbitrate between interfering transmissions on the shared NoC. Whenever a scheduled task

running on the processor is trying to start a transmission, its request is trapped by the NI/scheduler

and the task is stalled. The corresponding NI/scheduler sends a request message reqM sg to the RM

to obtain an access to the network. The RM is equipped with a queue for storing pending requests

from clients/NIs. Consequently, the RM has a knowledge about the global state of the interconnect,
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i.e., which transmissions/tasks are active and which resources (links and buffers) are occupied. The

scheduler decides about which request from the queue should be served first. After that, the RM

must notify the selected application for service with the ackM sg. After receiving the ackMsg, the

communication may start. Once granted the access to the NoC, the execution of the stalled task on

the processor is resumed and the connection holds until the end of the transmission. The end of

the transmission is signaled with a relMsg issued to the RM. As soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM

considers the NoC to be free again.

For achieving suspensions, RM must have the capability to propagate the information about the

state of a particular transmission, e.g., if it is blocked and for how long. The extension is relatively

simple as it requires only introducing a new block message -msgBlk- to the synchronization proto-

col. Whenever a request for a particular transmission arrives and the NoC is busy, the RM issues the

msgBlk message, as depicted in Figure 3.28- (b), to the requesting node. After receiving this infor-

mation, the on-core scheduler suspends the requesting task. Similarly, whenever the transmission

is re-scheduled by the RM, the arrival of the msgAck must be forwarded to the on-core scheduler.

3.8 Interface Between NoC and Memory

The worst-case timing of running new complex applications in real-time and safety critical do-

mains, e.g. autonomous driving, is mainly determined by the latency of accesses to a complex mem-

ory hierarchy. Consequently, during the system’s runtime applications typically access one or more

main memory controllers, scratchpad memories, and even one or more levels of cache memories.

Some of the elements of the hierarchy are shared only between tasks running on a particular pro-

cessing node. This work refers to them as local/on-chip memories and for their arbitration one

may apply rules known from existing multicore setups e.g. [15]. However, in MPSoCs selected com-

ponents of the hierarchy can be jointly used by plurality of tasks running on different processing

nodes. This applies especially for high-speed external memories, such as DDR SDRAMs. SDRAMs

are often required as on-chip SRAMs cannot provide adequate capacity in a cost-effective manner [7].

3.8.1 Classic Approach for Safe Handling of Accesses to SDRAMs

As already discussed, the major challenge comes from the need of solving a joint arbitration

of multiple resources (on-core schedulers, NoC routers and memories). However, even SDRAMs

themselves constitute a major problem in safety critical design due to their stateful nature. Indeed,

the latency of a single memory operation depends not only on the amount of interfering requests

(e.g. from other senders on different nodes), but also on the commands required to serve them [32].

This makes temporal analysis challenging and results in a variable access times making available

bandwidth to/from external memory dependent on the traffic history [7].

For instance, given that our NoC admission control enforces the locality of transfers, it is possi-

ble to map consecutive physical SDRAM addresses to the same bank/row in a SDRAM device, i.e.,

one can employ a contiguous address mapping, as depicted in Figure 3.29. This allows to decrease

significantly memory response time as consecutive CAS commands that target the same bank row

can be executed faster than those that do not. This is because there is no need for pre-charging and

activating a row.
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Figure 3.29: Mapping of four consecutive addresses to SDRAM banks in two different mapping mapping

configurations (in a system with 4 banks).

Consequently, the majority of available, performance optimized memory controllers (for instance

First-Come First-Served arbitration) are either not sufficiently flexible to manage NoC’s traffic or are

hardly analyzable w.r.t their temporal properties e.g. due to sophisticated features, such as support

for preemption and reordering [86]. For instance, in NoCs with large TDM slots (that exceed the

granularity of the DRAM controller), DRAM locality is also enforced and, consequently, the same

standard SDRAM controller can be employed. However, as described in Chapter 2, large TDM slots

have the disadvantage of increasing the latency of all requestors in a system, including those who

generate non-SDRAM traffic. Such shortcoming is tackled by employing smaller TDM slots or

priority based arbitration in routers. In such setup, safe usage of a performance optimized SDRAM

controller would require matching the granularity of the SDRAM with the granularity of the NoC.

Due to high granularity of accesses allowing improved scheduling (e.g. contiguous and aligned

8kB long transfers fully benefit from the caching in DDR3) this is either not feasible or drastically

decreases utilization of the interconnect.

The alternative would be to map consecutive addresses to different banks, the so called inter-

leaved address mapping. Bank interleaving is attractive when the locality of incoming accesses is

not enforced as it allows to hide the latency of the row buffer management. Therefore, researchers

and designers proposed dedicated memory controllers exploiting these effect. An example of non-

trivial predictable SDRAM controller are Dedicated Close Page-Controllers (DCPC) that employ

static bank interleaving and closed-page policy (automatically closing the row buffer after using it)

e.g. [7]. However, although DCPC makes response time independent of the access history it also

significantly increases power consumption [21].

Consequently, the designers in safety critical domains are confronted with a hard trade-off be-

tween cheap, safe but hardly analyzable performance oriented memory controllers or custom made,

expensive and power hungry dedicated controllers. The next section describes how the introduced

control layer mitigates these shortcoming and allows to protect the locality of memory transfers

(low memory latency) without a need for custom memory controllers (lower costs and power con-

sumption).
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Figure 3.30: Multiple RMs to mitigate the interference on the NoC and memory.

3.8.2 RM-based Admission Control for SDRAMs

The proposed admission control mechanism allows to control interference on the NoC side, but

also on the shared SDRAM side. Indeed, since memory traffic constitutes important part of the

traffic in an MPSoC system, controlling the interference on the NoC and the memory becomes a

main issue in real-time multicore systems. The proposed admission control mechanism allows

to consider a holistic approach: NoC and shared SDRAM, as follows: i) it preserves the locality of

memory accesses since the access to the NoC is allocated to the entire transmission which allows to

fully benefit from the open row policy and to optimize the performance of the system, in addition

to ensuring predictability, ii) it mitigates the management of interference between the NoC and the

memory controller.

The mechanism is explained using the example in Figure 3.30. Three applications are accessing

the shared DRAM memory through the interconnect. Data streams triggered by applications T1

and T2 interfere on the NoC since they are sharing the same path in the network, and therefore

form a synchronization scenario S1 managed by the RM1. The data stream triggered by application

T3 is using a different path on the network, but is sharing the input to the DRAM controller. There-

fore, this traffic stream should also be synchronized using the RM2 with the rest of the traffic in the

network - synchronization scenario S2. Note that depending on the tolerable synchronization over-

head, a single RM can be used to synchronize all the traffic in the NoC accessing the DRAM memory.

In this case, whenever an application is granted an access by the RM, it acquires an exclusive access

to both resources: the NoC, as well as, to the SDRAM memory. In this case, no predictable memory

controller is required in the system since a temporal isolation from other streams is guaranteed

by the RM both at the NoC and SDRAM level. Consequently, the control layer moves the arbitra-

tion from resource controllers to RM allowing joint arbitration without further need for custom

hardware extensions.

3.9 Summary

This chapter introduced a novel Quality-of-Service mechanism for networks-on-chip - the con-

trol layer. This novel method uses as basis principles of Software Defined Networks but extends

them for purposes of real-time Networks-On-Chip.

The control layer decouples the admission control, which is incorporated on-top of the existing

architectures, from the flow-control conducted locally and interdependently in routers. The QoS is
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achieved through online adaptation of admission control in nodes based on contract-based nego-

tiation between senders, i.e., providing a validation method to check if the currently available NoC

resources are sufficient for the change in QoS before the application becomes physical access to

the NoC. The major advantage this approach is that the routers are relieved of the QoS functions,

therefore there is no need for custom QoS-oriented NoC extensions. Furthermore, our solution al-

lows the deployment of a sophisticated contract-based QoS provisioning (e.g. round-robin, priority-

based arbitration) without introducing complex and hard to maintain schemes, known from static

arbiters. Consequently, the QoS control plane allows to dynamically adapt the NoC to the changing

system’s behavior, mode or environment which can be influenced by on-chip as well as off-chip fac-

tors. Moreover, through implementation of the arbitration based on the global state of the network

(number of running senders and used by them resources), the control layer introduces efficient in-

terfaces to on-core schedulers as well as peripherals. In the former case, it provides information

about state of the transmission (e.g. duration of blocking) which could be improved for improved

arbitration of local resources e.g. suspension based scheduling of the CPU time. In the latter, it

allows to control order and duration of, i.e. locality, of accesses to selected shared resources. This is

especially important in case of state-based schedulers where the history of accesses decides about

latency e.g. DDR-SDRAM. Consequently, introduced approach allows achieving safety along with

online adaptivity for high performance real-time system with dynamic communication require-

ments.



Chapter 4: Realization of the Control Layer in NoC

The control layer employs a formal, model-based verification for proving the adherence to real-

time and/or safety constraints whenever a dynamic adaptation of resource allocation is necessary.

From the conceptual point of view, the mechanism is based on a mathematical model providing

QoS abstraction of the underlying NoC (data plane). The implementation worklow for a successful

deployment of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 4.1 and can be divided in the following

steps:

Step 1: Evaluation of the underlying MPSoC w.r.t. timing properties.

Step 2: Development of the RM protocol/architecture for the selected MPSoC.

Step 3: Evaluation of the introduced protocol w.r.t. temporal overhead.

Step 4: Assessment of the necessary platform extensions w.r.t. implementation overhead.

In a first step (Step 1), it is necessary to verify to what extend the underlying MPSoC architec-

ture is already suitable for the desired real-time and safety-critical workloads. In this context, the

predictability of a NoC denotes how accurately it is possible to formally evaluate (i.e. calculate or

”predict”) the observed run-time behavior of the interconnect (e.g. latency of transmissions) with-

out (full) knowledge of run-time workloads (e.g. deployed traffic, senders behavior), cf.[30]. This

includes evaluation of the following NoC features:

(flow-control) arbiters in routers,

mechanisms for admission control in NI.

Note, that predictability of the NoC does not guarantee the successful deployment of the control

layer but just provides information about how difficult it is to compute the timing bounds for

the NoC and how hight these guarantees are.Tightness here refers to overestimations which may

happen during the analysis. For instance, designer in real-time domains frequently consider only

one potentially unrealistic) scenario which can be worse than any observed combination of traffic

at runtime, cf.[30]. The main trade-off lies between the quality of analysis results and complexity of

the computation. Usually, by increasing the complexity of the analysis one may improve its results

e.g. provide models which mimic the behavior of the NoC and traffic with the higher accuracy.

For this purpose, the initial evaluation uses profiles of senders (i.e. benchmarks) and models of

the underlying NoCs hardware (i.e. routers and network interfaces). The profiles of senders (behav-

ioral models) can be extracted for real-time and safety critical applications from their specifications.

Their behavior and characteristics are usually well described and tested due to the certification (Sec-

tion 1.1). Examples for the characteristics are the maximal and minimal frequency and number of
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initiated transmissions as well as upper limits (i.e. deadlines) for allowed transmission latencies,

which do not violate the safety of the system.

The non safety-critical, best-effort (BE) senders constitute a special group of applications which

can be integrated within a NoC-based system.

Figure 4.1: Design steps necessary for the implementa-

tion of the control layer.

They typically do not provide safe applica-

tion profiles, e.g., general purpose applica-

tions running on processors with caches.

For simulation of these applications, the

synthetic benchmarks can be used (e.g.

bursty access patterns using Markov chains)

or traces of memory accesses.

The mapping of applications plays also

an important role. For designing the con-

trol layer, one must consider that in many

existing NoC-based MPSoCs, nodes are het-

erogeneous and constructed of processing

cores as well as peripherals, e.g., I/O inter-

faces, Ethernet or DRAM controllers. The

different hardware units have a fixed posi-

tion in the system. Therefore, when applied

to real-time setups, certain critical commu-

nication paths are also fixed and enforced

by the routing algorithm, e.g., communi-

cation from an Ethernet controller to the

DRAM memory. Consequently, many of

the performance bottlenecks which may oc-

cur in the systems cannot be easily solved

through mapping or routing modifications.

The results from Step 1 provide the de-

signer with following outcomes:

real-time models of the underlying

NoC architecture (QoS parameters in

routers and NIs which can be con-

trolled with RM and clients) and

sender profiles (e.g. worst-case laten-

cies, deadlines, slacks etc.)

synchronization scenarios, i.e., sets

of interfering senders requiring syn-

chronization (cf. Chapter 3)

Quality-of-Service settings for each

synchronization scenario assuring pre-

dictable system behavior, e.g., rates enforced by NIs
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In Step 2 the design of an appropriate synchronization protocol and control layer elements, i.e.,

clients and RM, will be done. In this step, it is necessary to identify parts of the NoC architecture

which can/must be controlled by RM, e.g., rate limiters, admission control or settings of sched-

ulers in routers. Note, that RM can usually control a subset of this parameters without additional

hardware overhead, i.e., there is no need for a new interfaces or APIs. For instance, in many ar-

chitectures parameters for rate limiters are already propagated using control messages during the

system startup. However, it may happen that some of the QoS parameters, although theoretically

adjustable, would require slight modifications of existing infrastructure, e.g., extending a router

with a configurable flow table similarly to SDN. With knowledge about the elements that can be

adjusted it is possible to design the RM protocol, following the arbitration guidelines from Chap-

ter 3. The protocol description should include the workflow, definitions of control messages, and

arbitration in RM. The average performance can be evaluated in a simulator (cf. Section 4.1.2) and

the worst-case verification derived with formal analysis frameworks (cf. Section 4.1.1).

In Step 3 the derived protocol architecture will be evaluated w.r.t. the introduced overhead. The

QoS control plane, as many other mechanisms for QoS, introduces additional latency resulting

from the synchronization. This overhead must be compared to the gain in guaranteed perfor-

mance achieved using a RM-based arbitration. The results from related research (cf. Chapters 2

& 3) have shown that a self-aware RM control not only offers higher NoC’s performance/utilization

but, even more importantly, shorter, formally guaranteed latencies for realistic levels of utilization.

The reduced latency can typically compensate for the overhead. Consequently, the utilization of

the control layer enables solutions for otherwise infeasible configurations. Additionally, Step 3 in-

troduces an iterative process in which throughout gradual improvements a compromise between

protocol efficiency and complexity (i.e. introduced overhead) can be found. The final outcome of

this stage of the design constitutes detailed requirements for the implementation of the platform

extensions required by the control layer. The most important ones are: the number of synchro-

nization scenarios, the frequency of initiated messages for estimating size of the queues in RM and

clients, the maximum latency for message processing done by RM and clients, and the maximal

mode change latency (if applicable). Here, once again the introduced design tools can be used, i.e.,

worst-case analysis and simulation (cf. Section 4.1).

Finally, in Step 4 the actual implementation of the clients and RM is done, using the outcomes

of previous design stages. The resource overhead resulting from the integration of the QoS control

plane must be considered in the context of a concrete MPSoC. For instance, clients and RM modules

can be realized in software (e.g. stand-alone libraries, extensions of the existing OS/RTEs) as well

as in hardware (e.g. standalone modules, extensions of NIs). The former offers full flexibility, the

latter maximum performance. Note that hybrid solutions (hardware/software co-design) re-using

existing chip components are also possible. For instance, as the complexity of a central RM unit is

higher than the complexity of a client, it can be implemented in form of a stand-alone processing

node. In order to do so, the designer may use supervisor nodes available in many MPSoCs. The

process of modules generation for the control layer (RM and clients) may be automatized allowing

EDA tools for protocol configuration and design. The implementations of the control layer are

flexible and may follow on different virtualization layers requiring variable amount of the system

resources. Consequently, Step 4 requires iterations during which different possible setups must/can

be evaluated in order to find a compromise between efficiency and overhead. In some cases also
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regression to Step 3 is necessary as introduced temporal overhead strongly depends on the method

of implementation.

4.1 Design Environment

The design of a multiprocessor system-on-chip is a complex process as on-chip networks inte-

grate a plethora of programmable ECUs as well as other intellectual property (IP) components and

peripherals. For evaluation of possible setups (e.g. NoC based MPSoCs running specific benchmark)

there are in principle two tools available: simulation and analysis. The former is the state-of-the-art

solution frequently used for verification of MPSoC’s performance, e.g., Mentor Graphics Seamless-

CVE , Axys Design Automation’s MaxSim. Existing tools support cycle-accurate simulation of a

complete hardware and software system. Although simulation is time consuming, it allows to eval-

uate simultaneously (the same environment and benchmarks) the functioning and performance.

However, effectiveness of this approach depletes along with increasing complexity of the simulated

system. For high number of stimuli (different arbiters, complex traffic patterns etc.) its difficult

to assess if the observed/measured results covered all possible corner-cases, i.e., actual worst-case

scenario. Therefore, existing simulation tools only offer quick and rough average system estimates

but do not reliably cover system-level corner cases.

On the contrary, formal analysis, as e.g. described in [102], offers full corner-case coverage and

worst-case performance bounds for critical performance parameters. However, also this technique

has a disadvantage: the offered guarantees are frequently pessimistic, i.e., it may cover scenarios

which never happen during runtime. This can lead to significant differences between formally

analyzed worst case timing and observed worst case timing in simulation or measurement. In order

to avoid resource overprovisioning and still be able to provide worst-case guarantees both tools are

frequently used in conjunction.

4.1.1 Temporal Analysis Framework

From the conceptual point of view, the introduced NoC control employs a formal, model-based

verification to prove the adherence to constraints whenever a safe adaptation is necessary. Conse-

quently, the mechanism is based on a QoS abstraction of the underlying NoC (data plane) allowing

a path oriented arbitration approach. For assuring safety, the calculation of the settings is done at

design time based on system-level, worst-case timing analysis methods. The analysis uses profiles

of senders and models of the underlying NoC’s hardware. The modeling of the underlying arbiters

in routers can be conducted with any of the available frameworks for the formal analysis of NoCs

e.g. [29],[62], [91].

The profiles of real-time and safety-critical senders can be easily extracted as the behavior and

characteristics of real-time applications are usually well specified and tested. Examples for the

characteristics are the maximal and minimal frequency and number of initiated transmissions (e.g.

amount of transmitted data) as well as upper limits (i.e. deadlines) for transmission latencies, which

do not violate the safety of the system. This models can be later translated into the settings for the

rate controllers on each processing node, i.e., the system must assign for each real-time and/or

safety critical sender a sufficient bandwidth share to reach its deadlines and requested throughput.
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Using these inputs, the worst-case analysis derives the information about the schedulability of

integrated workloads, e.g., if all real-time transmissions meet theirs deadlines. This is done through

maximization of the response time, denoting the duration between the beginning (activation) and

termination of each transmission. Moreover, the analysis provides also indications about the re-

sources required for achieving these results, e.g., maximal number of outstanding packets in routers

buffers.

This initial results are used as a foundation for incorporation of the control layer in the design.

The online adaption of the system behavior with the control layer will induce additional overhead to

the system. Regarding the timing overhead, it is possible to distinguish between two major sources

of overhead resulting from the control layer: (i) control messages (i.e. transmission latency, inter-

ference), and (ii) complexity of used protocol (e.g. the different system behavior due to the protocol,

frequency of mode changes). These factors must be accounted for evaluation of the systems worst-

case performance. Safe application of the control layer is possible whenever all real-time senders

belonging to the synchronization scenario have enough slack to compensate protocol overhead.

The slack is basically the difference between the maximum time needed to traverse the network

and the allowed deadline for traversing the network. The formal NoC analysis of the underlying

architecture is used as an input to the analysis of the RM arbiter and the control layer. The analysis

models/frameworks for different synchronization protocols are provided in the related work, e.g.,

round-robin [56], static priorities [58], dynamic priorities [49]. As these are based on well known

principles that are also used by commercial tools (e.g. SymTA/S), it is possible to integrate/pro-

vide extensions for formal verification of the control layer in existing, commercial toolchains/work

flows.

Note, that the worst-case latencies of transmissions synchronized with RMs depend directly on

the activities of other senders sharing the resources. Therefore, it is possible to apply temporal-

analysis frameworks, such as Real-Time Calculus [8] or Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA)

[40], which use abstractions of the worst-case possible access traces (event models), to capture the

dynamics of the system behavior. This allows to reduce the pessimism in setups which do not fully

utilize the interconnect resource. The main goals of the formal analysis are:

evaluation of the profit resulting from the control layer w.r.t. the worst-case performance of

senders

evaluation of the temporal overhead resulting from the transmissions of the control messages

and the selected arbitration scheme

Through iterative runs and design space exploration the designer should search for the configu-

ration and synchronization method which allows to achieve schedulability of the system as well as

improve its performance. As a result of the worst-case analysis the designer can obtain following

information:

worst-case performance of the NoC with the applied control-layer,

settings for the synchronization protocol and senders which allows meet the temporal re-

quirements.

Recall, that providing the formal guarantees is predominant requirement for safety-critical do-

mains. The effectiveness of the simulation for evaluation of the worst-case behavior of complex
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Simulator Framework Topologies

Open

Source

Hetero

-genity

Synchronous

/ Asynchronous

BookSim [45] C++

mesh

/torus/trees

Yes No Synchronous

Noxsim [19] SystemC All Yes No Synchronous

Nigram [61] SystemC All Yes No Synchronous

Wormsim [41],[68] C++ mesh/torus Yes No Synchronous

Garnet2.0 [6] C++ (gem5) All Yes Yes Synchronous

Sicosys [81] C++ Mesh/Torus Yes No Synchronous

Nostrum [65] SystemC Mesh/Torus Yes No Synchronous

HNOCS [10] Omnet++ All Yes Yes Both

Table 4.1: Comparison of NoC simulators.

setups is limited. The main problem results from necessity of providing the stimuli to cover all

system-level corner cases.

4.1.2 Simulation Tool

Network simulators are the most frequently used tool belonging to the Electronic Design Au-

tomation (EDA) designer’s toolset for developing electronic systems. On the contrary to prototype

testing, simulation can be applied at all abstraction levels. These features are particularly useful

during the design of the protocol of the control layer. Consequently, for the protocol design a

transaction-level modeling (TLM) approach is used allowing to separate the design of the commu-

nication protocol (e.g. details of communication, channel, number of messages, scheduling policy

of RM and client, mapping of RM) from the design and implementation of functional units (clients

and RM) or of the communication architecture (e.g. router and network interfaces).

The incorporation of the control layer is can be done through extension of existing TLMs imu-

lation tools for NoCs, see Table 4.1, as it is independent from the underlying NoC architecture (cf.

Chapter 3). As the choice is largely arbitrary, it is mainly defined by functional properties of the en-

vironment, e.g., flexibility, code re-usability, popularity among research community and industrial

partners as well as availability of libraries as open-source software.

For simulation purposes, it is necessary to generate the basic underlying NoC architecture (using

the given functional and non-functional requirements). Running the NoC simulation based on

this with benchmarks should provide the designer with information about the bottlenecks of the

design, e.g., heavily loaded links, fully occupied buffers, large routers (many ports). In the context

of real-time and safety critical domains, performance (latency, throughput) verification is a major

step, covering:

worst-case performance with synthetic benchmarks for covering of designs corner cases,

average performance with realistic workloads (and/or synthetic benchmarks).

This initial evaluation should provide the designer with important input about the design: which

senders/nodes have unfulfilled requirements w.r.t. timing and which network components (e.g.
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routers, NI) may suffer from over provisioning for providing the temporal guarantees (e.g. too many

packets in buffers, to wide links required).

Finally, the underlying design may be enhanced with the control layer. This requires incorpora-

tion of the following elements (models) to the (TLM) simulation tool:

extensions of NIs/processing nodes with client logic,

interfaces necessary for network reconfiguration in NIs,

deployment of the RM unit (logic)

communication channel for the control messages (e.g. ).

The settings for the control layer (clients, RM and the synchronization protocol) may be obtained

through iterative runs and design space exploration. The designer should search for a configuration

and synchronization method which allows to achieve schedulability of the system as well as improve

its performance. Alternatively, simulation may be used for validation of the results obtained from

the formal verification. The main advantages of the simulation framework are:

rapid development of the main concepts of the operation of the control layer, e.g., placement

of the RM, structure of the protocol, size and number of control messages;

deriving requirements and basic architectural principles for the RTL design of main elements

constructing the control layer: placement and scheduling principles of the RM, work princi-

ples of clients, size of the buffer queues for RM and clients, size of the state machines etc.;

verification and validation of the main principles of the system design.

4.1.3 Tool for Protocol Configuration

The initial design phase done with the analysis and transaction-level simulation, introduced in

the previous sections, allows designer to evaluate and verify the protocol architecture resulting from

the selected resource arbitration method. This work is done on a higher abstraction level (e.g. trans-

actions and contracting) for the purpose of an early exploration of a variety of inputs and possible

strategies for resource assignments. As a result, the set of constrains for the low-level design must

follow. Examples for the characteristics are: number of synchronization scenarios, maximal and

minimal frequency and number of initiated transmissions, states of RM, size of messages as well as

upper limits (i.e. deadlines) for transmission latencies, which do not violate the safety of the system.

Consequently, a tool can be provided which makes this process (semi) automatic and generates the

code of the clients and RM depending on selected and evaluated resource allocation scheme.

This allows introduction of a tool for (semi) automatic generation of the IPs required for the de-

ployment of the control layer, which could extend the capabilities of other EDA toolchains, e.g., tools

from Synopsys and Xilinx. The automated design flow, including design evaluation and enhance-

ments, would allow optimized real-time solutions without the need for specialized know-how from

the designer. It is critical for enabling ”safety as a feature” of the future NoC designs and simplifying

the process of system verification.
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The control layer is capable to efficiently accommodate real-time and safety requirements in mod-

ern NoC architectures through small extensions of the underlying infrastructure. The main design

goal of the mechanism is to achieve temporal predictability without compromising other benefits

resulting from application of NoCs in a SoC, e.g., scalability, modularity, flexibility and supreme

performance. Moreover, the control layer may enable real-time features also in NoC architectures

optimized for average performance (latencies and/or throughput), which, although economically

appealing, introduce complex multistage schedulers and therefore are hardly capable of providing

formal service guarantees.

The rest of this chapter discusses the proposed mechanism in the context of requirements from

Section 1.3. This evaluation summarizes the features, enhancements and limitations of the baseline

NoC architecture (with a Static Priority Preemptive scheduler and Rate limiters) with and without

the control layer.

5.1 Evaluation against requirements

Section 1.3 described the set of functional and non-functional requirements which NoCs should

support for hosting workloads from real-time and/or safety-critical domains. The next paragraphs

provide a detailed discussion of how to achieve these goals with the help of the control layer.

R1 Traffic Types

R1 refers to support for multiple classes of real-time traffic, e.g., GL, GT, BE. This goal cane be

achieved with the control layer, because:

the control layer can implement different arbitration methods for different synchronized

senders, groups of senders, or even selected nodes in the NoC (parts of the network)

clients are capable of providing fine-granular support for different admission control mech-

anisms (rate limiters, address translation tables) what allows to treat differently the short

(cache-based) and long (DMA-based) transmissions

the mechanism permits flexible, efficient and safe incorporation of scenarios where multiple

different traffic types share the interconnect. Different resource allocation schemes can be

applied to accommodate these traffic classes without the need for modification of underlying

router architectures.
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R2 Workload Integration

R2 demands from NoCs providing efficient support for real-time requirements without need to

modify legacy code and other IPs. The proposed mechanism allows to achieve this goal as the syn-

chronization between the RM and clients can be fully transparent to the legacy code and be imple-

mented as an extension of the underlying NoC infrastructure, e.g., extensions of the NIs. Note, that

the accuracy/granularity of synchronization constitutes the main trade-off, as discussed in Chap-

ter 3. Clients must distinguish between different transmissions which requires synchronization

with RM. In case of the coarse grained solution client’s arbitration is applied to the accumulated

workload (traffic from all senders running on this tile). This allows to keep client complexity at a

relatively low level as there is no need to recognize and store information about individual trans-

missions/connections initiated in the tail. The fine-grained integration of workload requires dis-

tinguishing between initiated transmissions from individual senders. This can be achieved through

extensions of the address translation units (similar to MMU/MPU) in NI. However, for achieving

highest efficiency some adjustments of the code running on core my be necessary. An example,

would be a new system call which through writing of the appropriate value to the clients register

would allow to precisely identify sender. Note, that such extensions usually will require only minor

modifications of OS/drivers for tasks running on the tile.

R3 Flexibility

The proposed solution allows to achieve flexibility of the design through support for different re-

source allocation strategies depending on a particular setup. As discussed, switching between differ-

ent strategies for resource allocation in NoCs is relatively simple with the control layer. It requires

only reprogramming of the RM module which for this purpose can be delivered in software or as

a microcoded processor. Note, that its also possible to apply different resource allocation policies

within regions of the same NoC. For instance, for selected nodes static priority based scheduling

can be applied whereas for other regions strict temporal isolation of senders with TDM. The arbi-

tration can be fine-granular and limited to a specific set of resources (e.g. path through the NoC,

virtual channel) or mode of systems work (e.g. performance optimized for regular work and priority

based for emergency situations).

Finally, application of different resource arbitration strategies does not require modifications of

routers. Therefore, it is possible to offer one chip with a generic router architecture and switch-on

the real-time / safety features only in case of concrete deployments, i.e., offer safety and real-time

as a feature for specific design.

R4 Dynamics

The mechanism allows to efficiently and safely handle dynamics in system behavior. Firstly, it offers

support for work-conserving resource arbitration schemes. Therefore, the workloads are processed

as soon as they arrive (or NoC resources are released) minimizing the penalty for senders with vari-

able transmission times or changes in the amount of transmitted data. Furthermore, our solution

allows the deployment of a sophisticated contract-based QoS provisioning without introducing of

complex and hard to maintain management schemes, known from static arbiters. Consequently,
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the QoS control plane allows to dynamically adapt the NoC to the changing system behavior, mode

or environment, which can be influenced by on-chip as well as off-chip factors, e.g.:

in-field software integrations, including upgrades, software modifications, conditional, or

mode dependent functions

transient errors resulting from technology downscaling raising the susceptibility of the hard-

ware

self-optimization w.r.t. aging (temperature), power consumption, response time, or resource

utilization

predictable fail-operational behavior providing for minimum performance overhead error

recovery procedures without functional hazard

Recall, that adjustments of scheduling policy can also be done in already deployed chips, as they

usually require only a reconfiguration of the RM unit. This allows to optimize, modify and update

the real-time and safety policy along with updates of running applications (workloads). This can

be hard or even not possible in case of other QoS mechanisms which are usually integral (hard-

coded) part of routers in NoC. Finally, the control layer may provide self-aware arbitration where

RM adjusts its policy basing not only on the predefined scheduling algorithm but also considering

the monitoring data (e.g. temperature, access patterns). However, although such approach allows

far-reaching optimization for achieving high performance, it may be hard to certify such systems

due to its complexity. Therefore, this challenge is left for future investigation.

R5 Fairness

The control layer allows NoC infrastructure to provide fair allocation of interconnect resources

whenever RT senders have different requirements.

Firstly, the introduced mechanism supports different resource allocation schemes, e.g., round-

robin, static and dynamic priorities, which could be applied depending on deployed workloads.

The RM has a knowledge about the global state of the NoC - which sender is active and which

resources are occupied. Using these information, the RM may decrease or increase the allocated

Noc resources (e.g. adjust rate limiters) for a particular node. dynamically depending on the current

system mode. Each mode is defined by the number of currently active applications, and determines

the minimum time separating every two transmissions issued from the same application. The

mechanism is capable of enforcing symmetric and non-symmetric guarantees. In the former, the

amount of allocated NoC resources decrease uniformly for all synchronized senders along with the

increasing number of connections (transmissions) running in parallel. In the latter, the amount

of allocated NoC resources depends not only on the current system mode but also on the sender’s

particular requirements (e.g. deadline, slack, priority) and may differ between tiles and senders. The

non-symmetric mode can be used in a mixed-criticality system to maintain the critical application

guarantees while reducing best effort traffic. Consequently, the introduced mechanism enforces

behavioral models required to meet the critical timing constraints of the system for each application

at runtime .
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R6 Mixed-Criticality

Interfering HRTTs and BEs senders are synchronized using the RM. This enables to use a dynamic

priority arbitration and thus to give BEs access to the NoC whenever there is an available slack and

resources are available.

R7 Switch-off QoS

R7 demands from the NoC architecture providing a possibility (mechanism) to switch-off real-time

and/or safety mechanisms whenever there are no deployed senders with such requirements. Achiev-

ing this goal is straightforward with the control layer. The QoS arbitration introduced by RM and

clients is build on-top of the existing routers. Therefore, by switching of clients it is possible to

provide the generic NoC functionality. Note, that the hardware overhead resulting from the unused

mechanism (clients and RM) is relatively low and most resources may be released for non real-time

setups. Recall that clients are created as extensions of the existing mechanisms in the NIs, thus only

small extensions of interfaces and logic are necessary. Moreover, the software deployment of RM

and clients is also possible. In this, case the NI should only provide an interface for controlling its

QoS mechanisms (e.g. programming of rate limiters or adress translation tables) for a client run-

ning as a task on a processing node (e.g. extension of the OS). Similarly, the processing node used

for deployment of the RM software can be straightforward recovered and applied for other purposes

whenever there is no need for real-time and/or safety. Note also that the deployment of the control

layer may be limited to selected parts (regions) of the SoC.

R8 Scalability

Requirement R8 demands from NoC architecture to provide performance (average and worst-case)

proportionally to the load at runtime (i.e. work conserving arbitration) and not other static factors,

such as the number of senders. For doing so, the control layer allows to introduce a work-conserving

scheduling of network traffic, i.e., it always tries to keep the network resources (links and buffers)

busy whenever there are pending connections. This feature along with capability to run on-top of

performance optimized NoC architecture allows to overcome limitations of the strict temporal or

spatial arbitration.

However, there are several design trade-offs which one must consider while implementing the

control layer directly influencing the scalability of the approach. This is due to the additional latency

resulting from synchronization of the clients and RM with the selected protocol.

Each control message may interfere with other control messages during transmission or process-

ing. This overhead depends on the frequency, number and latency of necessary synchronizations

and re-configurations. Note that in the considered embedded safety critical systems, the behavior

and characteristics of real-time applications are usually well specified and tested, contrary to the

off-chip networks where the behavior of nodes is often unknown at design time. Therefore, it is

possible to derive a load distribution to estimate this interference (i.e. overhead of the synchroniza-

tion) and assess if response times within requested bounds. If the overhead is too high, designer

have still several mechanisms to control it:

Settings for some applications may be kept on a constant level in some or all modes, i.e.,
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decrease the number of modes of system work. This allows limiting the number of necessary

synchronizations and re-configurations.

In systems where multiple disjoint sets of interfering applications exist the designer may use

different RMs to synchronize each of them independently.

For maximum performance one may connect the clients and RM with dedicated lines (star

topology). In this case only processing delay must be considered.

Adjust the granularity of the synchronization. The overhead decreases, as an absolute ratio,

with increasing length of connection as the protocol overhead is constant w.r.t. the transmis-

sion/connection duration.

Decrease the complexity of the protocol or apply other resource allocation scheme.

The latency of control messages is crucial for the performance of the proposed mechanism. In

order to minimize the interference with other traffic in the baseline NoC, the control messages are

transmitted using VC with the highest priority. More generally, control messages can be allocated to

any available VC capable of giving latency guarantees, a dedicated independent control NoC, using

an additional bus, e.g. bus-enhanced NoC; or signal lines for maximum performance.

To summarize, the predominant trade-off resulting from global synchronization is between fine

granular adjustments (for increasing performance) and both temporal (interference) and hardware

(size of clients and RM) overhead.

R9 Locality

R9 demands that NoC architecture should provide the possibility to prevent interleaving of differ-

ent transmissions. The proposed admission control mechanism allows to achieve this goal through

a considered holistic approach: (i) it preserves the locality of memory accesses since the access to

the NoC is allocated to the entire transmission (ii) it allows to adjust order of granted transmissions

(connections) for mitigating the management overhead resulting from arbiter in the peripheral

(interference between the transmissions in the resource scheduler). This allows for instance RM to

provide resource oriented arbitration for decreasing the performance overhead between the NoC

and the memory controller as well as improving the (formally proven) worst-case guarantees. The

detailed discussion of interface between the control layer and DDR-SDRAM is provided in in Sec-

tion 3.8.

R10 Verification

R10 states that the NoC architecture should support efficient formal verification for standardiza-

tion/certification purposes (whenever relevant). The control layer allows to achieve these goals, what

has been proven in related publications e.g. [56], [53], [58]. In order to provide the predictability of

the system, it is possible to compute a bound on the worst case latency for each sender synchro-

nized with RM. The analysis takes into consideration other interfering senders as well as the over-

head of the protocol. The timing relations of the individual transmissions can be abstracted by

event models [40] to capture the worst-case and best-case behavior of every possible transmission

arrival/activation pattern. Therefore, one may use temporal-analysis frameworks, such as applied
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in this work Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) [40, 27], for capturing the dynamics of the

system’s behavior with event models.

Additionally, the proposed centralized architecture with RM permits to realize globally optimal

network management based on the current network state. This allows to avoid complex (and po-

tentially lengthly) distributed network control protocols and synchronization scenarios which have

to account of the network state before they can take appropriate actions, e.g., propagation of block-

ing, cyclic dependence. Therefore, the control layer frequently allows to provide shorter, formally

proven guarantees for end-to-end temporal guarantees in complex SoCs, and or limit the amount

of resources (e.g. buffers) necessary for providing such guarantees when compared to other state-

of-the-art solutions.

5.2 Evaluation for the baseline NoC architecture

This section provide an evaluation of the baseline architecture (cf. Sec. 3.1). The detailed results

are available in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

The presented mechanism combines the global arbitration for end to end guarantees (whole

circuits through NoC) with the local arbitration in routers. This introduces a work-conserving,

client-server based, global resource arbitration scheme. This enables support for different protocols

fine-granular tuning of the arbitration depending on the deployed workload, e.g., non-preemptive

transmissions, efficient handling of mixed-critical setups, improved arbitration fairness or even

strict isolation with TDM.

Moreover, the scalablity improves as the mechanism largely decouples the temporal guarantees

for synchronized senders from the available hardware resources. For instance, senders of different

criticality may share the same virtual channel. Additionally, lack of cyclic dependencies (which

frequently appear as a result of local and independent arbitration in routers) can be assured. As

an example, the control layer may assure that once granted the connection will proceed without

interference from other senders therefore making the buffers in routers oblivious for both average

and worst-case performance.

5.3 Summary

The goal of this section is to place the proposed mechanism and its features in the broader context

of real-time and safety critical systems. Figure 5.1 presents a summary of the most important finding

along with a comparisons to other Quality-of-Service arbitration methods for NoCs. As discussed

in the previous chapters, in the vast majority of setups, the control layer is capable of mitigating the

challenges and penalties resulting from applications of other QoS schemes. The detailed evaluation

is available in related publications e.g. comparison with TDM [56], SPP in routers [58], dynamic

priorities [49] or rate-limiting [52]. Below a brief overview of the most important results.

The control layer introduces work-conserving arbitration which allows to achieve high system

performance. Indeed, comparison with TDM resulted in up to 80% of improvement in considered

scenarios with DMA transfers [56]. Similarly, adjusting dynamically rate control in nodes for han-

dling cache-based traffic resulted in up to 75% of the improvement [52]. The mechanisms offers high

flexibility supporting multiple scheduling schemes (time-driven schedulers, static and dynamic pri-
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Relevant

Requirement

Feature \Mechanism Type Baseline (PS + VC + RL, static priorities) RM + Baseline NoC (PS + VC + RL, static priorities)

R1

Quality of

Support for

GL

medium

(depends

on senders prio.; num. of VCs,

and number

of prios.)

high

(independent from available NoC resources

through different allocation schemes

may be directly adjusted to requirements of senders)

R1

Quality of

Support for

GL

medium high

R6

Performance

of BE

senders in

mixed-critical

scenarios

low(high.

avg.

latencies)

high

(possibility to apply slack-based arbitration)

low average latences

R2

Sender

Penalty

for Var. Trans

Size

low low

R2

Sender

Penalty for

Var. Jitter

low low

R5

Arbitration

Fairness

for GL

Senders

low high

R5

Arbitration

Fairness

for GT

Senders

medium high

R4

Performance

Penalty for

others senders

in setups

with jitter and

var. trans

no no

Table 5.1: Evaluation of the baseline NoC architecture features with and without the control layer, part 1
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Relevant

Requirement

Feature \Mechanism Type Baseline (PS + VC + RL, static priorities) RM + Baseline NoC (PS + VC + RL, static priorities)

R7

Possibility to

switch-off

QoS

yes

(but BE workloads may suffer from the

high performance penalty)

yes

R7

Hardware

overhead

in setups with

disabled

QoS

medium

(but workloads may suffer from the

high jitter and out-of-order arrival of packets)

low

(most resources from the control layer

can be re-assigned for other purposes,

possibility to introduce a round-robin

based scheduling on top pf routers with SPP)

R8

Support for

Scalability

poor

(but statically limited to the

available HW resources)

good

(largely independent from the

underyling HW resources

e.g. priority-based sharing

of the same VC)

R8

Scalability

Temporal

Penalty

low

(if there

is enough HW resources)

medium

(depends on the protocol overhead

number and frequency of synchronized reconfigurations)

R8

Scalability

Resources

Penalty

high

(a VC per priority level)

low

(proportional only to the load

and independent from resources)

R9

Support for

Locality

no

(yes only

for highest

prio)

yes

(RM decides about the order

of the transmissions therefore

non-preemptive priority based schedules are also possible)

R10

Pessimism of

formal

Verification

Static Setups

medium

( depends on the HW resources in NoC,

num. of VCs and size of buffers,

low if there are sufficient

resources otherwise high)

low

(application of the global scheduling

allows to remove cyclic dependencies,

efficiently capture dynamics)

R10

Complex

Formal

Verification

Static Setups

low

( complexity depends on the amount of

available NoC resources

low if there are sufficient resources

high otherwise)

medium

(complexity depends directly on the complexity

of the introduced synchronization protocol)

Table 5.2: Evaluation of the baseline NoC architecture features with and without the control layer, part 2
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Performance
NoC

Spatial 
lsolation 

NoC

Static Temporal 
Isolation NoC

(e.g. TDM)

Dynamic Temporal 
Isolation NoC

(e.g. SPP)

RM

Performance

Implementation
Overhead

Work-conserving

Safety/
Predictability

Analysis Effort

!

Figure 5.1: Comparison of different QoS mechanisms for NoCs with the control layer. Special focus is placed

on safety and performance at the presence of dynamics.

ority based arbitration). Majority of results reported improvements in the range 30% - 70% [56],[58],

[49], [52], [51]. Moreover, the introduced interface to peripheral schedulers control layer allows to de-

crease the latency of the memory accesses while providing safety- up to 70% improvement in case

od DDR3-SDRAM [57].

Evaluation from aforementioned works has also shown that the proposed synchronization can

be efficiently applied on different granularity levels, e.g. flit, packet, DMA transfer or even whole

task activation. This allows to safely adjust the overhead to the acceptable level, e.g. below 5% of the

duration of considered NoC access.

Simultaneously, introduced resource management scheme decreases hardware overhead due to

the global synchronization. Links and paths can be efficiently shared in time. RM allows to safely

limit the load for avoidance of the backpreassure and head-of-line blocking, i.e., no buffer over-

flows which could endanger safety. Moreover, in highly dynamic priority-based setups, control

layer can be used to decouple number of priorities from the available HW-resources, i.e., prior-

ity based sharing of the same buffer queue. The work in [56],[58], [49], [52] confirmed that in many

deployment setups, including realistic use-cases, the control layer can be efficiently implemented

while re-using existing resources (i.e. different NoC layers for control messages, existing resource

management cores). Consequently, the hardware overhead is low and feasible for implementation

in contemporary and future SoCs Finally, the introduced analysis framework allows not only pro-

viding temporal guarantees but even more importantly reaching improved service guarantees in

many setups when compared to static resource allocation schemes. This is due to the global point

of synchronization simplifying the formal verification and capturing the system wide dynamics.

Note, that guarantees can be given for a given architecture without hard predictability and resource

(e.g. buffer size) trade-offs as known from other solutions. Consequently, control layer is fulfill-

ing all the evaluation criteria constituting the feasible and appealing alternative for future designs

requiring simultaneously high performance and safety.



List of Publications Related to the RM Technology

This appendix provides the list of all publications written by the authors which are disseminating

the results of investigations with respect to the control layer technology. All presented works has been
peer reviewed.

Related to the Report

Adam Kostrzewa, Sebastian Tobuschat, Philip Axer und Rolf Ernst, "Supervised Sharing of Virtual

Channels in Networks-on-Chip" in In Proc. of SIES, (Pisa, Italy), Juni 2014.

The article presents the challenges and sketches solutions for global, dynamic and work-conserving

arbitration in Networks-on-Chip.

Adam Kostrzewa, Selma Saidi, Leonardo Ecco und Rolf Ernst, "Flexible TDM-based resource

management in on-chip networks" in Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Real

Time and Networks Systems (RTNS), vol. 23, (Lilly, France), pp. 151-160 , 2015.

The article presents the control layer protocol for introducing TDM-based resource management

in Network-on-Chip. The discussion is supported by formal worst-case analysis.

Adam Kostrzewa, Selma Saidi und Rolf Ernst, "Dynamic Control for Mixed-Critical Networks-

on-Chip" in IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS), (San Antonio, TX, USA), December 2015.

The paper presents the static priority based resource management in real-time Network-on-Chip

using the control layer. The work combines the global, work-conserving scheduling for the end to

end guarantees with the local arbitration in routers.

Adam Kostrzewa, Selma Saidi, Leonardo Ecco und Rolf Ernst, "Dynamic admission control for

real-time networks-on-chips" in Design Automation Conference (ASP-DAC) 21st Asia and South

Pacific, (Macau, China), Januar 2016.

The work targets the limitations of the TDM-based network management in NoC. Consequently,

it introduces an alternative round-robin based scheme through a dedicated control layer protocol.

Adam Kostrzewa, Selma Saidi, Leonardo Ecco und Rolf Ernst, "Ensuring safety and efficiency in

networks-on-chip" , Elsevier Integration, the VLSI Journal, 2016.

The article extend the work from ASP-DAC 2016, by considering memory effect of modern DDR-

SDRAM chips. Of special interested are temporal properties and response time in combination

with locality of the accesses. Consequently, control layer extensions are proposed for forming an

interface between the memory and NoC.
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Adam Kostrzewa, Selma Saidi und Rolf Ernst, "Slack-based resource arbitration for real-time

Networks-on-Chip" in Design, Automation & Test in Europe Conference & Exhibition (DATE),

(Dresden, Germany), April 2016.

The work presents the dynamic allocation scheme for BE sender i.e. providing latency guaran-

tees for hard real-time transmissions with minimum impact on performance sensitive best-effort

traffic. This is performed using the control layer.

Adam Kostrzewa, Rolf Ernst und Selma Saidi, "Multi-path scheduling for multimedia traffic in

safety critical on-chip network" in 2016 14th ACM/IEEE Symposium on Embedded Systems For

Real-time Multimedia (ESTIMedia), vol. 14, (Pittsburgh, PA, USA), pp. 1-10, Oktober 2016.

The work considers multi-path traversals of safety-critical traffic with real-time requirements in

a system supervised with the control layer.

Adam Kostrzewa, Sebastian Tobuschat, Selma Saidi und Rolf Ernst, "Supporting Suspension-

based Locking Mechanisms for Real-Time Networks-on-chip" in 24th International Conference on

Real-Time Networks and Systems (RTNS), vol. 24, (Brest, France), pp. 215-224 , Oktober 2016.

Enabling suspension-based locking requires providing feedback about the global state of the in-

terconnect. For this purpose, in the article the control layer extension is proposed forming an

interface between cores and interconnect.

Adam Kostrzewa, Sebastian Tobuschat, Leonardo Ecco und Rolf Ernst, "Adaptive load distribution

in mixed-critical Networks-on-Chip" in 22nd Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference

(ASP-DAC), 2017 .

The publication discusses a protocol-based adaptive load distribution which by selectively de-

touring BE traffic i.e. load balancing, allows to significantly improve NoC’s performance without

costly hardware extensions.

Adam Kostrzewa, Sebastian Tobuschat und Rolf Ernst, "Self-Aware Network-On-Chip Control in

Real-Time Systems", IEEE Design & Test, 2018.

The article discusses the application of the control layer in the context of the new highly complex

embedded applications, e.g. autonomous driving, which require simultaneously high performance

and safety in highly dynamic setups.
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Glossary

BE best-effort. 2, 4

FAA Federal Aviation Administration. 5

failure Termination of the ability of a system of functional unit to perform a required function.. 8

fault abnormal condition that can cause an element or an item to fail. 8

HRT hard real-time. 2, 3, 5

HRTT hard real-time transmission. 3, 4

IEC International Electrotechnical Commision. 6

QoS quality-of-service. 4

SoC System-on-Chip. 4, 5, 10

SRT soft real-time. 2, 3, 5

SRTT soft real-time transimssion. 3, 4
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